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ABSTRACT
In this thesis an original Physical Scaling (SP) method for downscaling Global Circulation
Model (GCM) based climatic projections has been developed, tested and applied over a study
region. The model formulation can take into account regional physical characteristics like landcover and elevation into the model formulation. A thorough verification of the method and its
extension: SP with Surrounding pixel information (SPS) method has been performed and their
performance towards downscaling GCM based precipitation, surface temperature and air
temperature has been compared with many state-of-the-art downscaling models like Bias
Correction Spatial Downscaling (BCSD) method, Statistical DownScaling Method (SDSM) and
Generalized Linear Modeling (GLM). The SPS method extends SP method by also taking into
account neighborhood physical characteristics into the downscaling process. A major benefit of
the presented downscaling approaches is that they can account for non-stationarity in physical
characteristics of the region of interest like changes in land-cover as well as their neighborhoods.
This represents a major contribution in the field of statistical downscaling literature since it
brings the benefits of physically based dynamic downscaling into a statistical downscaling
framework.
Proposed models are used to isolate physically sourced climatic and hydrologic contributions in
four catchments located within the southern Saskatchewan region of Canada. Contributions
towards flood magnitudes are also studied for low to high return period flooding events. Results
indicate that the contributions of catchment physical characteristics towards shaping climatic and
hydrologic regimes in the analyzed catchments are statistically significant. Further significant
variability in the detected changes exists over catchment space and analyzed time-period.

i

Finally the results from this thesis highlight the importance of further exploration of physically
driven climatic changes, and the need to find out how to incorporate them while making future
streamflow predictions. The developed SP and SPS methods are highly relevant and useful in a
non-stationary world which is set to experience rapid climatic and geophysical changes in the
future.

Keywords: Downscaling, SP method, SPS method, Statistical downscaling, Physical scaling,
Climate change.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
In this chapter the theoretical background of the problem that is addressed in this thesis is
provided. First a brief introduction to the phenomenon of climate change is provided and the role
of Global Circulation Models (GCMs) in the context of climate change is discussed. Next a brief
introduction to downscaling methods is provided. A discussion on the relative merits and
demerits of statistical and downscaling methods is provided. This is followed by a highlight of
the historically observed land-cover and elevation effects on climate. The motivation for the
development of SP and SPS downscaling methods is described thereafter. The section ends with
a description of the layout of the thesis and a list of theoretical contributions made in this
research.
1.1 Global climate change and GCMs
It is now well established and scientifically documented that climate change has been
observed historically and that anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are a major source
contributing to this phenomenon (Bindoff et al. 2013). Significant changes in climatic and
hydrologic variables have been recorded across the globe in general (Hartmann et al. 2013)
and Canada in particular (refer to results of for instance Gaur and Simonovic 2015; Das and
Simonovic 2013; Grillakis et al. 2012). Changes in climatic and hydrologic extremes
occurring due to climate change have also been well documented (Seneviratne et al. 2012).
GCMs and Earth System Models (ESMs) are mathematical representations of the earth's
climate system and can simulate complex bio-geophysical and bio-chemical cycles that shape
global climate (Taylor et al. 2012; Flato 2011). They are used as tools to study the interaction
of greenhouse gases with earth's climate system as well as to simulate and predict future
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climate response under future greenhouse gas scenarios. In the Intergovernmental Panel for
Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) a total of 39 GCMs and ESMs have
been identified (Flato et al. 2013). Several climate model inter-comparison projects like
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project-Phase 5 (CMIP5) have been initiated to facilitate the
intercomparison and evaluation of GCMs (Taylor et al. 2012). Climate models have been
found to evolve continuously with time in terms of their accuracy and reliability (Sun et al.
2015; Grose et al. 2014; Yao et al. 2013).
1.2 Downscaling methods
Owing to the limitations in computational resources, typical spatial scale at which GCM
outputs are generated is typically more than 1° x 1° (or approximately 110 Km x 110 Km).
This spatial scale is very large for regional and catchment scale impact assessment studies.
The process of estimating higher resolution data from low resolution GCM data is termed
downscaling. Two broad classes of downscaling methods have been identified: statistical and
dynamical. In statistical downscaling methods, higher resolution climate data are estimated
by developing statistical relationships between large scale climatic or atmospheric data and
locally observed data and those relationships are used to predict future local climate. In
dynamic downscaling methods local scale climate is estimated by coupling a mesoscale
higher resolution model or Regional Climate Model (RCM) with the GCM. Boundary
conditions generated from the GCMs are used as inputs into the RCM to estimate local
climate in a physically based way. In this thesis the term physically based is associated with
climate projections obtained from models that simulate physical processes occurring within
the earth’s biosphere.
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Both statistical and dynamic downscaling methods have been extensively used in the past to
perform climate change impact assessment studies (Xue et al. 2014; Schoof 2013). Both
methods have certain advantages and disadvantages. For instance some of the widely known
issues with statistical downscaling approaches are: a) they are not physically based, b) their
application is inherently dependent on the assumption that the statistical relationship between
large scale climate processes and local scale climate will remain unchanged in future thereby
limiting their reliability to climates that are similar to what are being observed currently c)
they assume similar geophysical structure of the study region between calibration and
prediction time-periods; and d) their application is problematic in data scarce regions. There
are however many advantages of using them as well. Some of the advantages of using
statistical methods are: a) they are computationally inexpensive and produce reasonable
results very fast so uncertainty associated with future emission scenarios as well as climate
models can be addressed using them; b) they are very important in cases where topography
or sub-grid scale features (<1 km) play a significant role in shaping the local climate. c)
Results from statistical methods can be benchmarked to specific sites and site-specific
changes can be analyzed. On the other hand, all physically based models are gridded and
hence sub-grid scale uncertainty is not addressed in their projections, d) real-time operations
can be performed using them since they can be quickly executed. Dynamical downscaling
methods, on the other hand, are physically based but require significant computational
resources. Therefore their use in real-time operation or uncertainty assessment is very
limited.
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1.3 Local climate variability with land-cover and elevation
According to the Lowry’s model (Lowry 1977) local scale climate depends on large scale
processes, local scale land-cover and elevation properties. A change in any of the above
mentioned factors will impact the local scale climate. Although Lowry identified these
variables for shaping landscape scale climate, many studies have found significant variations
of local climate with changes in land-cover at a city scale. For instance after analyzing Urban
Heat Island (UHI) trends between 1989 and 2010, Qiao et al. (2014) concluded a 200%
increase in the Urban Heat Island Ratio (URI) for the Beijing city. They found that the URI
for the city, which quantifies contribution rate of urban land towards UHI development, has
not only intensified but also has expanded spatially with increasing urban sprawl on suburban
areas. Similar results were obtained by Hu and Jia (2010) after analyzing changes in UHI
magnitude in greater Guangzhou (China) from 1980-2007. They found that the mean Land
Surface Temperature (LST) increased by 3.1 K in the city during this duration. UHI
magnitude increased in intensity as well as spatial extent as the surrounding cropland areas
were subjected to urban sprawl. These studies show that the climatic behavior of a location is
influenced by its land-cover. The science and physical processes responsible for this behavior
has been well documented in UHI literature (Voogt and Oke 2003; Oke 1982; Oke 1987). A
very comprehensive review of observed and modelled evidences of the relationship between
land-cover and climate is also provided in Pielke et al. (2011).
Several observational studies have noted statistically significant influences of land-cover on
precipitation at a city scale. For instance Li et al. (2011) studied urban signature in strong and
weak precipitation events over the Pearl River Delta (PRD) in China using Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite precipitation data. They found that over and around the
4

urban regions “strong” precipitation events have increased with urbanization while “weak”
precipitation events have decreased. They also found strengthening of the precipitation
intensity, a decrease in rainfall frequency, an increase in convective rainfall and afternoon
precipitation events over and around the urban areas. Similar findings were reported by De
and Rao (2004). They analyzed rainfall trends of several Indian megacities (with population
more than 1 million) such as: New Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai between 1901 and
2000 and found statistically significant increasing trends in annual and monsoon
precipitations. A decreasing trend was also found for a few cities. They found more
pronounced increases in precipitation during the period 1951-2000 when rapid industrial
development took place over the selected urban locations. Rao et al. (2004) performed a
similar analysis on precipitation trends for the duration 1901-2000 and found similar
statistically significant increasing trends for the cities analyzed. Kishtawal et al. (2010)
analyzed mean and extreme rainfall trends of urban locations within India using observed as
well as remotely sensed TRMM precipitation data and identified an increasing trend linked to
the pace of urbanization of the cities. Further urban locations were found to have more
possibility of witnessing an extreme precipitation event than the surrounding non-urban area.
Several other studies have also found evidences of land-cover linkage with rainfall (Kug and
Ahn 2013; Schluzen et al. 2010; Halfon et al. 2009; Fujibe et al. 2009; Mote et al. 2007;
Diem and Mote 2005; Inoue and Kimura 2004; Dixon and Mote 2003; Shepherd et al. 2002).
There are three hypotheses as to how urban areas can impact regional precipitation
distribution: a) by modifying the thermodynamic processes such as energy balance and urban
heat island induced circulation within and around the city, b) by causing winds to converge
over and downwind of the cities due to roughness of the city elements, and c) by effecting
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cloud microphysical processes due to the presence of large amounts of aerosol in the urban
air (Han et al. 2014).
Relationship between elevation and rate of temperature increase with greenhouse gas
concentrations has been evaluated in some studies. It has been found that the rate of
temperature change is higher at high elevations than at the lower elevation regions. For
instance Yan and Liu (2014) found that higher elevation areas (> 2000 masl) in the Tibetan
Plateau show a higher rate of warming than other lower elevation regions surrounding it.
However there are other studies which have not found any elevation related association of
warming rates. A detailed review of the observational evidence and plausible operating
mechanisms that lead to these elevation dependent responses to greenhouse gases have been
detailed in Pepin et al. (2015). Climate modification brought due to snow-albedo feedback,
more frequent cloud cover, and water-vapor related radiative feedbacks are considered as
possible mechanisms for a higher warming rate in the higher elevation regions. The
relationship of precipitation with elevation has also been studied. For instance Puvaneswaran
and Smithson (1991) found both increasing and decreasing trends while analyzing
precipitation-elevation relationships across Sri Lanka and termed the relationship to be
complex. Using Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), Brunsdon et al. (2001) found
a definite relationship between elevation and precipitation over the Great Britain. They
highlighted the importance of considering GWR while studying these relationships as they
vary in space. Lastly it has been recognized that the conclusions made for elevation
dependent changes in climate variables are uncertain because of less data availability at
higher elevation regions (Pepin et al. 2015; Rangawala and Miller 2012).
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1.4 Motivation for the development of Physical Scaling method
One of the major shortcomings of statistical downscaling methods as discussed in section 1.2
is that they are not physically based. Therefore in this research attempt is made to include
important physical parameters into a statistical downscaling framework so that the
downscaled outputs are physically representative if not physically based. In this thesis, the
term physically representative is associated with downscaled projections that are able to
simulate the variations of climate with physical factors like elevation, land-cover and their
distribution across the region of interest. In section 1.3 it is highlighted that local scale
climate is influenced by the land-cover and elevation related physical properties of the study
region. Therefore these two physically based variables are used as explanatory variables in
the SP method formulation. Both elevation and land-cover are considered in the model
definition to account for climatic changes caused by changes in the combination of both these
factors. Further in SPS method land-cover and elevation configuration of the surrounding
pixels are also taken into consideration.
Annual 500 m land-cover data for the period 2002-2012 provided by the MODerateresolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and 90 m elevation product from National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM)
provided necessary data for model calibration and validation.
1.5 Research objectives and theoretical contributions
1.5.1 Research objective
The objective of this research is to develop and implement a generic methodology for
the identification of future physically sourced climatic and hydrologic changes. The
7

term physically sourced changes signify changes that are caused by changes in physical
characteristics of a region like changes in land-cover and elevation distribution of a
region. The research attempts to answer following research questions:


Traditional statistical downscaling models are purely statistical in nature. Is it
possible to make statistical downscaling procedure physically representative by
including physical parameters like elevation and land-cover into the model
definition?



How does such a physically representative statistical downscaling model perform in
the period where observed precipitation and temperature records are available?



In Hurtt et al. (2011) coarsely gridded land-use estimates are provided for the
period 1500-2100 at annual time-steps. Is it possible to derive high resolution future
land-cover projections from these land-use projections?



Can high resolution future climate projections be inferred by making use of
developed high resolution land-cover maps and physically representative statistical
downscaling model?



What is the contribution of physically sourced climatic and hydrologic changes
towards shaping future climatic and hydrologic conditions? What are the factors
that significantly influence these changes?

1.5.2 Theoretical contributions


This research has added a new dimension to statistical downscaling process.
Statistical downscaling models have previously been developed for a location and
hence could only account for changes in large scale climate. The proposed Physical
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Scaling model is unique in the sense that it is first statistical downscaling model that
includes physical parameters in its definition thereby providing an opportunity to
address non-stationarity in both large scale climate system as well as local scale
physical characteristics of a region while making future climatic projections.


This research outlines and implements a methodology (in Chapter 5) which can be
adopted to derive physically driven climatic and hydrologic response within a
catchment. The developed methodology is generic and can be adopted to estimate
physically driven climatic and hydrologic projections at any catchment located
across the globe.



A methodology to downscale and reconfigure gridded land-use projections into
land-cover projections has been described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. This is a
generic methodology which can be used to develop future land-cover maps at any
region of the world using the land-use projections from Hurtt et al. (2011).



The indirect approach of downscaling air temperatures as outlined in Chapter 3 can
be very helpful in performing downscaling of GCM based air temperature
projections in data sparse regions. Typically statistical downscaling methods are
location specific and hence can only be used at locations where they are calibrated.
Since SP and SPS methods are calibrated using physical parameters as predictors,
the relationship can is transferable over space and time as evident from the results
in Chapter 3 where these models are found to perform well in both spatial and
temporal robustness tests.



This study also improves upon the existing methods that were used to predict air
temperatures from surface temperatures. It is found in Chapter 3 that the inclusion
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of atmospheric variables in this model improves the model efficiency by over 35%
towards predicting air temperatures from surface temperatures.
1.6 Layout of the thesis
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The current chapter is followed by a set of four
chapters:
Chapter 2: The SP method is introduced in this chapter. Further its performance towards
downscaling reanalysis based gridded surface temperature data is evaluated and model
performance is compared with the performance of a state-of-the-art downscaling model:
BCSD. The model is thereafter used to obtain future surface temperature projections in the
study region.
Chapter 3: SP method is extended in this chapter and SPS method is introduced. Also two
different approaches: direct and indirect, towards downscaling air temperature data are
detailed. An ensemble of SP method based models with two different methods (SP and SPS),
different approaches (direct and indirect) and different functional forms (linear regression,
quantile regression and Generalized Additive Models) are evaluated for their ability to
downscale reanalysis based near surface air temperature. Further the impact of the choice of
different methods, approaches and functional forms on future temperature projections is
quantified and compared.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, SP and SPS method based models are evaluated for their ability to
downscale reanalysis based gridded precipitation data. The model performance is compared
with two other state-of-the-art downscaling models: GLM approach and SDSM. The
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validated models are thereafter used to make future precipitation projections in the study
region.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, SP and SPS method based models are used to study precipitation,
temperature and outflow at four catchments located across the southern Saskatchewan region
of Canada. The aim is to ascertain if physically sourced climatic and hydrologic changes are
statistically significant or not. Further it was of interest to find factors that influence these
changes. The impact of physically sourced climatic changes on flood magnitudes is also
quantified in this chapter.
Chapter 6: In this chapter primary conclusions made from the results obtained in chapters 2-5
are summarized and future direction of work is identified.
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CHAPTER 2: A Scaling Method for Physically Representative Downscaling of Climate
Model Data
2.1 Introduction
Global warming is expected to play a significant role in shaping future climatic conditions
(Stocker et al. 2013). Further it is expected that local and regional scale physiography will
respond to the changed global atmospheric forcing and produce complex climatic changes in
future. General Circulation Models (GCMs) can simulate complex biophysical interactions
occurring within the earth’s climate system and are used to simulate climatic response to
future greenhouse gas emissions. However, outputs generated by the GCMs are of low
spatial resolution than that required for regional and local scale climate change impact
assessment studies. The process of estimating local scale climate variable of interest from
GCM simulated climatology is referred to as downscaling in the climate change impact
assessment literature. Downscaling methodologies used in the past can be classified into two
broad categories: a) statistical and b) dynamic methods, while some studies combine the two
approaches (Fowler et al. 2007). Statistical downscaling methods employ statistical methods
to link GCM simulated climatology and locally observed climate data. On the other hand,
dynamic downscaling methods use a higher resolution physically based mesoscale model
called Regional Climate Model (RCM) nested within a GCM to model climate at high spatial
resolutions.
Apart from large scale atmospheric processes, land-cover and elevation are two important
factors that are known to shape temperature patterns at local and regional scales (Lowry
1977; Oke 1982; 1987; Stewart 2000). Observational evidences of the influences of changing
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land-cover on regional temperature patterns have been found. For instance after analysing
historical Urban Heat Island (UHI) trends, Qiao et al. (2014) concluded a 200% increase in
the Urban Heat Island Ratio (URI) of Beijing city between 1989 and 2010. They found that
the URI for the city, which quantifies contribution rate of urban land towards UHI
development, has not only intensified but also has expanded spatially with increasing urban
sprawl on suburban areas. Similar results were obtained by Hu and Jia (2010) in the greater
Guangzhou region in China. They found that between 1980 and 2007, mean Land Surface
Temperature (LST) of the region increased by 3.1 K. UHI magnitude increased in intensity as
well as spatial extent as the surrounding cropland areas were subjected to urban sprawl
during this period. The results from these and other studies (Fall et al. 2010; Hale et al. 2006;
2008; Roth and Chow 2012; Ezber et al. 2006; Lemonsu et al. 2015) suggest that regional
land-cover distribution significantly influences the local and regional temperature patterns
and that changes in land-cover distribution affects regional and local climatology.
Projected future changes in land-cover should therefore be considered while making regional
and local scale temperature projections. Several dynamic downscaling based studies have
incorporated land-cover changes while making future temperature projections. For instance
Argueso et al. (2014) used the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) modeling system to
downscale CSIRO MK3.5 GCM outputs to 2 Km grid-scale. They simulated the present
(1990-2009) and future (2040-2059) climates for the Sydney area and concluded that
coupling of future urbanisation effects and climate change will significantly affect the local
climatology of the city in future. They projected more intense increases in minimum
temperatures than in maximum temperatures, particularly in winter and spring season.
Adachi et al. (2012) also calculated future UHI intensities for Tokyo city by using five future
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projections from climate models downscaled using the Terrestrial Environment Research
Center - Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (TERC-RAMS) regional model. After
comparing the results obtained with and without incorporating urban effects they concluded
that the temperature change between 1990s and 2070s owing to greenhouse gas emissions is
projected to be ~2 ºC while that due to land-cover changes is ~0.5 ºC. Several other
dynamical downscaling based studies (Georgescu et al. 2013; Kusaka et al. 2012; Hamdi et
al. 2013; McCarthy et al. 2012) have also concluded similar changes in regional climatology
in future.
The effects of land-cover and elevation have been largely ignored in the statistical
downscaling literature. Statistical relationships derived while performing statistical
downscaling are generally location specific. For instance, Salathe (2003) calculated
precipitation scaling factors which were essentially ratios of the observed and National
Center for Environmental Protection (NCEP) based modelled precipitation values, at each 50
Km x 50 Km grid-point located within the Yakima River basin, USA. These ratios were
thereafter used with future GCM projections made by three climate models to obtain
downscaled future precipitation across the study region in Salathe (2005). Wood et al. (2004)
used Bias Correction and Spatial Disaggregation (BCSD) approach to first calculate a spatial
anomaly pattern across all 1/8° x 1/8° grids located within the Columbia river basin, USA
using observed and NCAR-DOE Parallel Climate Model (PCM). This spatial anomaly
pattern was thereafter used to downscale future temperature and precipitation projections
across the grids located within the study region. Gaur and Simonovic (2015) downscaled
future precipitation and temperature at 52 gauging stations located within the Grand river
basin (Ontario, Canada) using a weather generator approach. Change factors were calculated
19

at each gauging station using historical and future climate model data. These change factors
were thereafter used to obtain downscaled precipitation and temperature data at each gauging
station using Multisite, Multivariate, Maximum Entropy Bootstrap Weather Generator
(MEBWG) (Srivastav and Simonovic 2014). It is assumed in these studies that the
relationship between GCM data and local climate is a function of its location, and this
relationship stays constant over time. However, as discussed before, land-cover and other
physical parameters influence local and regional temperature patterns. Therefore with
changes in these physical characteristics of a location, the relationship between locally
observed and model based temperatures should also change.
To model such geophysical changes within a statistical downscaling framework, a Physical
Scaling (SP) method is proposed in this study. This method is based on a hypothesis that
local scale temperatures can be defined using large scale climate and land-cover, elevation
properties of a location. If this hypothesis is true, the relationships developed can be used
along with future projected climatic and land-cover projections to estimate local scale future
temperatures. In this study, the above mentioned hypothesis is tested. The developed model
is thereafter used to downscale surface temperatures across the southern Saskatchewan
region of Canada. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First a description of the
study area is provided in section 2.2 followed by the datasets used in section 2.3. The
methodology used to perform the analysis is described in section 2.4 followed by a
description of the models used in this study in section 2.5. A discussion on the results
obtained is provided in section 2.6. Lastly conclusions made from this study are summarized
in section 2.7.
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2.2 Study Area
The southern Saskatchewan region of Canada is selected as a case study area in this study.
The political and physiographic settings of the region are shown in Figure 2.1. The study area
is land-locked and encompasses many small lakes and streams. Altitude within the study
region ranges from 240 masl to 1389 masl. Two major urban centers of Saskatoon and
Regina are located within the study area. The climate of Saskatchewan is continental and is
characterised by large fluctuations in temperature (up to 65ºC). These fluctuations are due to
the land-locked position of the study region within the North American land-mass, because
of which the region heats up as well as cools down quickly. An important climatic feature of
the region is frequent clear skies and sunny conditions. The majority of precipitation that
Saskatchewan receives occurs during summers due to the passing of mid-latitude cyclones
over the region. Wintertime precipitation occurs as snow and due to sustained below zero
temperatures accumulated snow-pack has a major influence on the climatology of the region
(Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan 2015).
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Figure 2.1. The political and physiographic settings of the area under study.

The study area is characterized by a multitude of different land-cover regions. Northern
regions of the study area are dominated by the forested land-cover while the central and
southern regions are dominated by the croplands and grassland land-cover. Overall cropland
occupies the largest fraction (close to 50%) of the total area followed by the forested land
(close to 30%). The annual remotely sensed land-cover distribution of the study region over
the period 2006-2012 is shown in Figure 2.2. It can be seen that the land-cover composition
of the region has not changed significantly over the period 2006-2012. Most significant
changes are observed for land-cover classes: evergreen needle-leaf forest (+4%), croplands
22

(+3%), mixed forest (+1%), woody savannas (-3%) and grasslands (-4%). Average surface
temperature across different land-cover classes are presented in Figure A1. It can be noticed
that the temperature varies significantly across different land-cover classes.

Figure 2.2. Annual land-cover distribution across the study region over the period 2006-2012.

2.3 Data
2.3.1 Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) recorded surface
temperature level 3 Terra (MOD11A1) and Aqua (MYD11A1) product. Terra passes
equator at around 10:30 AM/PM while Aqua passes at around 1:30 PM/AM. Day-time
as well as night-time surface temperature data products from both satellites available
between 2006 and 2013 have been used. The data are available at approximately 1 Km
x 1 Km spatial resolution. The total number of dates for which data has been analyzed
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is equal to 9,383. The percentages of the total data available in each month and year of
the study period are shown in Table 2.1. It can be seen that a higher percentage of
reliable pixel data is available for the snow-free months (April to October) than the
snow-covered months (November to March). The reason behind this can be that more
cloud-free conditions occur during the summers than in winters facilitating the sensing
of reliable surface temperature values by the satellites. The distribution of data is also
uneven over the time of the day with higher percentage of data available in nights
(67%) than days (33%).
Table 2.1 Distribution (%) of the remotely sensed surface temperature data over the period
2006-2013.

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

J
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

F
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

M
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8

A
1.2
1.1
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
0.7

M
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3

Month
J
J
1.1
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2

A
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3

S
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.2

O
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.0
1.2
0.8
1.2

N
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.9

D
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
1.0
0.9

2.3.2 MODIS recorded level 3 annual land-cover product (MCD12Q1). Its land-cover
classification product following the University of Maryland (UMD) scheme has been
used in this study. According to the UMD classification system, land-cover is
classified into 14 different classes (Table 2.2). The land-cover dataset is available at a
500m spatial resolution for 2002-2012 at an annual time-step. Land-cover for the year
2013 is assumed to be the same as that of the year 2012 since annual land-cover data
for this year was not available from the MODIS data repository. This is a reasonable
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assumption since land-cover in the past has not changed drastically for this region at
annual time-steps (see Figure 2.2 for instance).
2.3.3 The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar
Topographic Mission (SRTM) elevation product. This data has a spatial resolution of
90 m.
2.3.4 The 3-hourly surface temperature estimates for the period 2013-2100 made by three
GCMs from the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project-Phase 5 (CMIP5)
experiment has been used. A list of the selected GCMs is provided in Table 2.3.
Climate model projections based on two Representative Concentration Scenarios
(RCPs): RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 are used.
2.3.5 CMIP5 based daily near surface air temperature estimates for the period 2013-2100 are
used in this study. Climate models and RCPs as specified before are considered.
2.3.6 The daily maximum air temperature (tmax) and minimum air temperature (tmin)
ANUSPLIN data. These data are prepared by applying a thin plate smoothing spline
surface fitting on the daily Environment Canada climate station observations
(Hutchinson et al. 2009; Hopkinson et al. 2011). In this study, ANUSPLIN data for the
period 2010-2013, encompassing the Canadian land-mass has been used.
2.3.7 North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) 3-hourly surface temperature data for
the period 2006-2013 is used. These data are produced by running a high resolution
physical model (NCEP Eta model) together with the Regional Data Assimilation
System (RDAS). Therefore although these data are model based, they are temporally
and spatially synchronised with the observation records (Mesinger et al. 2006).
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Table 2.2. Land-cover classes as identified by the UMD classification system. MODIS landcover classification codes as well as abbreviations used for different land-cover classes in this
study are also provided.

S.No

UMD classes

LHZ classes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Water (W)
Evergreen Needleleaf Forest (ENF)
Evergreen Broadleaf Forest (EBF)
Deciduous Needleleaf Forest (DNF)
Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (DBF)
Mixed Forest (MF)
Closed Shrublands (CS)
Open Shrublands (OS)
Woody Savannas (WS)
Savannas (S)
Grasslands (G)
Croplands (C)
Urban and Built-up (UB)
Barren or Sparsely Vegetated (BSV)

Water (W)
Pasture (G)
Crop (C)
Urban land (UB)
Primary land (PR)
Secondary land (SC)

UMD-LHZ
classes
W
ENF-PR
EBF-PR
DNF-PR
DBF-PR
MF-PR
CS-PR
OS-PR
WS-PR
S-PR
C
UB
BSV-PR
ENF-SC
EBF-SC
DNF-SC
DBF-SC
MF-SC
CS-SC
OS-SC
WS-SC
S-SC
BSV-SC
G

Table 2.3. List of GCMs considered for analysis in this study.
GCM
1

Model
IAP-FGOALS

Resolution
1.66° × 2.81°

2
3

MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M

1.08° × 2.16°
2° × 2°

Source
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, China
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway
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2.3.8 The land-use harmonization (LHZ) data (Hurtt et al. 2011) provide continuous land-use
scenarios that smoothly connect past reconstructions of land-use based on HYDE data
(Klein Goldewijk et al. 2001; Klein Goldewijk et al. 2010; Klein Goldewijk et al. 2011)
with future projections based on the Integrated Assessment Model (IAM)
implementations of different RCPs. In this study, version “LUHa_u2.v1” of the LHZ
data product spanning the period: 2013 to 2100 has been used. In this version, six
different land-use classes as provided in Table 2.2 have been included. For each LHZ
grid, estimates of the total grid-area that translates from one LHZ class to another is
provided at annual timesteps. The LHZ data is available at 0.5° x 0.5° resolution. The
LHZ data also comes with a map (referred as “fnf” in this study) which can help
identify whether or not a particular LHZ grid-cell is potentially forested or not. This
map is based on the potential biomass density (pbd) outputs of the Miami model at each
LHZ grid-cell. Both primary and secondary land in the LHZ data can be forested or
non-forested. To help identify whether or not the secondary land within a LHZ grid can
be called as forest, maps of secondary mean biomass density (sbd) and secondary mean
age (sma) are also provided. As recommended in Hurtt et al. (2011), any vegetation
with biomass density greater than 2kgC/m2, are considered as forest in this study.
2.4 Methods
In this section, methods and models used in this study have been described.
2.4.1 Bias Corrected Spatial Disaggregation (BCSD) downscaling approach: The BCSD
downscaling method was proposed by Wood et al. (2004). The method consists of two
major steps. In the first step, bias in GCM data is corrected using quantile mapping
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approach. Both climate model and observed data are de-trended. The de-trended
climate data are then used to construct a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for
1
the model Craw,mod el and an inverse cumulative function for the observed data Cobs
. The

bias corrected model data Tbc ,mod el can then be found as:
1
Craw,mod el Traw,mod el (t )
Tbc ,mod el (t )  Cobs



(2.1)

Where, t represents the time step of analysis. Subscripts raw and bc are associated with
the raw and bias-corrected version of climate model data respectively. In this study the
bias correction is performed at monthly time-steps. Gridded observed climate data
required for performing bias-correction using above approach is obtained by averaging
the remotely sensed data at all pixels located within the target GCM grid. Secondly,
bias corrected climate model data are spatially disaggregated by bilinearly
interpolating, and then applying a fine-resolution spatial anomaly pattern from the
observations. Traditionally this method has been applied on a monthly time scale.
However more recently it has also been applied using daily time-steps as well
(Abatzoglou et al. 2012; Thrasher et al. 2012). In this study the spatial anomaly pattern
has been derived at daily scale. This spatial anomaly pattern is calibrated over the
calibration period and is held fixed to downscale climate model data for the validation
period.
2.4.2 Physical Scaling (SP) approach: Downscaling by SP approach is performed by
establishing a multiple linear regression model. In this model, remotely sensed surface
temperature data are considered as the response variable and bi-linearly interpolated
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climate model data, elevation and land-cover data are considered as explanatory
variables. The model can be mathematically expressed as:

STrs , p   0   mod  STmod, p   E  E p   LC  LC p  

(2.2)

Where, ST denotes surface temperature, E denotes elevation (masl), LC denotes the
categorical land-cover variable which can take UMD land-cover class codes (provided
in Table 2.2) as input values, ε denotes the error term associated with the regression
model. Subscript rs and mod describe if the data is remotely sensed or model based,
respectively. Further subscript p signifies that the regression is performed at a pixel
level. Regression coefficients:  mod ,  E and  LC denote slopes associated with model
based data, elevation and each land-cover class respectively. A separate model is
developed for each of the 12 months. Further models are developed for day and night
separately. Therefore in total, 24 different models are calibrated and used for prediction
in this study.
2.4.3 Land-cover downscaling approach: Since LHZ data is available at 0.5° x 0.5°
resolution, it needs to be downscaled to 500 m spatial resolution before it can be used to
downscale future surface temperatures. Further land-use transition data are available in
LHZ classes (Table 2.2). They need to be associated with appropriate UMD land-cover
classes. Therefore we need to downscale as well as reconfigure land-use transition data
into 500 m UMD land-cover classification before they can be used to model future
land-cover projections. Following steps are performed for doing the same:
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Setting up intermediate land-cover classes
First a set of intermediate land-cover classes are created. These are referred to as UMDLHZ classes in this study and are summarized in Table 2.2. These classes act as a link
between the UMD and LHZ classes and all subsequent land-cover change analysis are
performed in this classification scheme. The classes that are common in both UMD and
LHZ classification schemes such as: W, C, G and UB are included directly in the
UMD-LHZ classification scheme. Other UMD-LHZ classes are created by merging the
UMD and LHZ classes where first part of the UMD-LHZ class name comes from the
associated UMD class and the second part comes from the associated LHZ class.
Preparation of UMD-LHZ data for the base year: 2012
Land-cover downscaling process starts with the preparation of land-cover data in
UMD-LHZ classification scheme for the baseline year: 2012. For doing so, MODIS
land-cover data for the year 2012 (in UMD land-cover classification) is analyzed.
Pixels associated with UMD classes: W, C, G and UB are directly translated to
respective UMD-LHZ classes since these classes are common in both classification
schemes. Pixels belonging to UMD classes: ENF, EBF, DNF, DBF, MF, CS, OS, WS,
S and BSV are further distributed into primary and secondary sub-classes to obtain
pixels belonging to UMD-LHZ classes 2-10 and 13-23 respectively (Table 2.2). Hurtt
et al. (2011) defines primary land as areas that have not been impacted by human
activities in the past whereas secondary land as areas that have been impacted by
human activities in the past and are recovering. We use the same definition to segregate
pixels belonging to a particular UMD class into primary and secondary categories. For
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doing so, land-cover data for above mentioned classes are analyzed over the period
2002-2012. Pixels found to have transitioned to these classes within this period are
taken as secondary pixels while the rest are considered as primary pixels. By the end of
this step, land-cover data for the year 2012 is obtained in UMD-LHZ classification
scheme.
Locating transitioning pixels
Annual land-use transition data (in LHZ classification) for the year 2012 is extracted at
all LHZ grids located within the study region. This includes the number of pixels that
will transition from one land-use class to other. Within each HRZ grid cell, pixels
belonging to a particular LHZ class (which can encompass one or more UMD-LHZ
classes) that are most likely to transit from one class to the other are located using a
distance based rule. Pixels with a particular land-use class that are closely grouped
together are considered to be more resistant to change than the ones that are isolated
from each other. Such neighborhood based rules have been incorporated in previous
land-cover change studies (West et al. 2014; Verburg et al. 2004a) to account for spatial
auto-correlation in a) environmental features that govern landscape development and b)
land-use expansion being most dominant around a similar land-use area (Verburg et al.
2004b) and have been adopted in this study as well.
Finding destination UMD-LHZ class of transitioning pixels
Destination LHZ class of a transitioned pixel is extracted from the LHZ data. It is
associated with a UMD-LHZ class using the following rules:
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If the destination LHZ class is W/C/G/UB, then UMD-LHZ class considered is
W/C/G/UB respectively since these classes are common between LHZ and UMDLHZ classes.



If the destination LHZ class is PR and fnf (described in section 2.3.8) = 1, then the
output land-cover is of primary-forest type. The UMD based forest cover class of
the transitioned pixels is obtained using the model defined in 2.4.4. The obtained
forest cover class is used to obtain corresponding UMD-LHZ class associated with
the transitioning pixel.



If the destination LHZ class is PR and fnf = 0, then the output land-cover class is
BSV-PR.



If the destination LHZ class is SC, fnf = 1 and sbd >= 2, then the output land-cover
class is of secondary-forest type. The UMD based forest cover class of the
transitioned pixels will be obtained using the model defined in 2.4.4. The obtained
forest cover class is used to obtain corresponding UMD-LHZ class associated with
the transitioning pixel.



If the destination LHZ class is SC, fnf = 1 and sbd < 2, then the output land-cover
class is of secondary-nonforest type. The output land-cover class is BSV-SC.



If the destination LHZ class is SC, fnf = 0 and sbd >= 2, then the output land-cover
class is of secondary-nonforest type. The output land-cover class is BSV-SC.



If the destination LHZ class is SC, fnf = 0 and sbd < 2, then the output land-cover
class is of secondary-nonforest type. The output land-cover class is BSV-SC.
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Generation of land-cover data for subsequent years
Land-use transition data for subsequent years: 2013-2100 are extracted and steps 2.4.3
are repeated at annual time-steps to obtain future annual land-cover in UMD-LHZ
classification.
Regrouping land-cover classes from UMD-LHZ to UMD classification scheme
Future land-cover obtained in UMD-LHZ classification are regrouped to get land-cover
in UMD classification schemes by merging classes that were segregated before. Pixels
belonging to classes: W, G, C, UB are transitioned directly from UMD-LHZ to UMD
class.
2.4.4 Forest-cover type model: The UMD forest cover type associated with a LHZ forest
land-use class is obtained by using a multinomial logit model calibrated on the climate
type associated with different forest cover types across Canada. The regression model is
calibrated using MODIS land-cover data for the year 2012 and yearly averaged
ANUSPLIN precipitation and temperature data for the period 2010-2013. The reason
behind considering more than one year of climate data is to ensure that yearly
fluctuations in climate are ignored during the model development process. The
multinomial logit model describing forest–cover type can be mathematically expressed
as:

log(

pFT ,i
pFT ,ref

)   0  1  Tp   2  Pp  

(2.3)
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Where, pFT ,i denote the probability of membership of the pixel in the ith forest cover
class, pFT ,ref denote the probability of membership in reference forest cover class. The
forest-cover classes considered to fit the model are: ENF, EBF, DNF, DBF, MF, CS,
OS, WS and S. T denotes the ANUSPLIN temperature data associated with the MODIS
pixel, P denotes the ANUSPLIN precipitation data associated with the MODIS pixel
and ε represents the error term associated with the model. Further subscript p denotes
that the data are a pixel level data.
Above model is used to obtain probabilities associated with different UMD forest cover
types given a set of precipitation and temperature conditions associated with the pixel
of interest. In this analysis future precipitation and air temperature projections made by
the three GCMs are used to obtain future land-cover specific probabilities. Thereafter
future forest-cover type (in UMD classification) is obtained by selecting the most
probable forest-cover class among all forest cover classes present within a LHZ gridcell.
2.5 Results and discussion
2.5.1 Evaluation and comparison of downscaling approaches
NARR based surface temperature (ST) data are downscaled using five different
approaches: 1) BCSD model, 2) Bias-correction and Bilinear Interpolation (BCBI)
method, 3) Bilinear Interpolation (BI) method, 4) SP method, and 5) SP method
neglecting land-cover as a predictor (SP-LC). Approaches 1, 2 and 4 have been
explained in section 2.4. The BCBI method involves bias-correcting reanalysis ST data
using quantile mapping approach (explained before) and then performing bilinear
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interpolation to get local ST data. In the BI method local ST values are obtained by
bilinear interpolation of raw reanalysis data. In SP-LC method, land-cover is ignored as
a predictor of ST in the SP model equation (equation 2.2). In other words, ST is
modelled considering reanalysis based ST and elevation as predictors.
The calibration of models is performed over the period: 2006-2010 while the validation
is performed on the year 2013. The reason behind selecting these calibration and
validation periods is to test the performance of these methodologies in a climate that is
distinctly different from the calibration period. By an analysis of the historical remotely
sensed surface temperature data, the period 2006-2010 was found to be significantly
different from the period 2010-2013. The total numbers of data pixels available for the
validation year (2013) are found to be 337120. Before using any remotely sensed data
product, their quality assessment files are referred, and only pixels with reliable data are
selected for analysis. In the case of surface temperature, pixels which are associated
with <1 K of error are deemed as reliable while land-cover pixels which are deemed as
of “good quality” in the remotely sensed datasets are considered reliable. Since
remotely sensed surface temperature, land-cover and elevation data are available at
different spatial resolutions, all datasets were resampled to a common resolution level
for analysis, one that is associated with the land-cover data (i.e. 500 m). Further, model
based datasets are temporally interpolated using the nearest available hourly values to
obtain hourly data at an instant at which no data is available. For instance, in order to
obtain day-time surface temperature datasets for the Terra satellite (which crosses the
study region close to 10:30 AM), data recorded at 9 AM and 12 PM are averaged to
estimate the associated grid-value at that time.
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The performance of models towards downscaling NARR ST outputs is evaluated by
comparing the downscaled outputs with the remotely sensed ST data over the validation
period. Two metrics are chosen to evaluate the models: 1) Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) in surface temperatures (RMSEst) and 2) RMSE in mean land-cover specific
surface temperatures (RMSEst-lc). In the tables 2.4 and 2.5, the RMSEst and RMSEst-lc
values for above mentioned downscaling approaches are presented. The performances
of methodologies are evaluated for snow-free days (sf-day), snow-free nights (sf-night),
snow-covered days (sc-day) and snow-covered nights (sc-night) separately. The
downscaling method performing best at each timeline is highlighted in orange. Overall
SP method is found to be the best performing method (RMSEst = 5 K and RMSEst-lc = 2
K) followed by SP-LC method (RMSEst = 5 K and RMSEst-lc = 2 K), followed by BCBI
method (RMSEst = 7 K and RMSEst-lc = 3 K), followed by BI method (RMSEst = 11 K
and RMSEst-lc = 10 K), followed by BCSD method (RMSEst = 13 K and RMSEst-lc = 11
K).
Table 2.4. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) in surface temperatures as predicted by the BCSD,
SP, SP-LC, BI and BCBI models. RMSE values are shown for different scenarios considered for
analysis, in day and night, and for snow-free (sf) and snow-covered (sc) conditions. Best
performing model has been highlighted in orange for each timeline and scenario analyzed.

Scaling
BCSD
SP
SP-LC
BI
BCBI

Timeline
sf-day
14.8
5.0
5.6
11.9
8.7

sf-night
12.5
4.4
4.5
13.9
6.7

sc-day
10.1
5.0
5.1
7.2
5.0

sc-night
15.0
5.4
5.5
12.2
6.2
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Table 2.5. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) in surface temperatures as predicted by the BCSD,
SP, SP-LC, BI and BCBI models. RMSE values are shown for different scenarios considered for
analysis, in day and night, and for snow-free (sf) and snow-covered (sc) conditions. Best
performing model has been highlighted in orange for each timeline and scenario analyzed.

Scaling
BCSD
SP
SP-LC
BI
BCBI

Timeline
sf-day
13.1
1.6
2.8
10.9
4.1

sf-night
11.2
1.3
1.5
13.2
3.4

sc-day
7.6
2.2
2.3
4.8
2.6

sc-night
12.7
2.3
2.2
10.8
3.7

2.5.2 SP model performance assessment
Over the validation period, SP model is found to perform slightly better in the nighttime
(RMSEst = 4.9 K and RMSEst-lc = 1.8 K) than in daytime (RMSEst = 5.0 K and RMSEstlc

= 1.9 K) and in snow-free months (RMSEst = 4.7 K and RMSEst-lc = 1.4 K) than in

snow-covered months (RMSEst = 5.2 K and RMSEst-lc = 2.2 K). A reason for a lower
performance in the daytime and snow-covered days can be attributed to a lower density
of remotely sensed data in the daytime than in the nighttime, and during snow-covered
months than the snow-free months as discussed before in section 2.2. Lower model
performance in the snow-covered months can also occur because snow cover and snow
depth have not been considered as predictor variables in this study. Snow cover is a
very important factor which influences winter time climate dynamics in Saskatchewan
and hence ignoring it is expected to have detrimental effects on the model performance.
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The effectiveness of proposed downscaling methodology towards capturing variability
in mean land-cover temperatures is evaluated. The Pearson correlation coefficient (r)
between the modelled and observed mean land-cover surface temperature curves for
different timelines are shown in Table 2.6. It can be noted that r value is greater than
0.8 for all timelines considered for analysis. Further Figure 2.3 presents the mean landcover surface temperature curves for timelines showing highest (Snow-free, Aqua,
Night) and lowest (Snow-covered, Aqua, Night) correlations. It can be seen that the
model is able to simulate mean land-cover temperature variability very well across all
land-cover classes present within the study region. It is also found that model performs
better in low elevation regions than high elevation regions. This can be seen from
Figure B1 where elevation and RMSE distribution across the study region is presented.
It is clear from the figure that model performance varies systematically with elevation
distribution.
Table 2.6. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between modelled and observed mean land-cover
surface temperature curves for all timelines and snow-cover states considered for analysis.
Satellite

Time
Day

Aqua
Night
Day
Terra
Night

Snow
sf
sc
sf
sc
sf
sc
sf
sc

Correlation (r)
0.90
0.90
0.98
0.81
0.89
0.97
0.93
0.95
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Figure 2.3. Modelled and remotely sensed mean land-cover temperatures corresponding to
scenario: mri-cgcm3-rcp26 for timelines: a) snow-covered (night) and b) snow-free (night). The
red and blue lines represent the observed and simulated values respectively.
2.5.3 Future land-cover projection
Land-cover for the period 2013-2100 is generated using the methodology explained
before. Expected land-cover trajectories across the study region within this period for
both RCPs considered for analysis are shown in Figure 2.4. Under the RCP 2.6
scenario, a reconfiguration in the tree cover types is projected. An analysis of the area
fraction occupied by different tree cover types suggests a gradual transition from forest
classes: ENF, EBF, DNF, DBF, MF and CS to OS and S classes. The total area
encompassed by the OS land-cover class is projected to increase to almost 50 times the
current area while the S land-cover class is projected to encompass 17 times more area.
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Minor increases in G, WS and C land-cover classes as well as slight decreases in the
BSV land-cover class area are also observed. Under the RCP 8.5 scenario, most striking
development over the 21st century is found to be the transition from all land-cover
classes to BSV land-cover class. The total BSV land-cover area almost doubles at the
expense of other land-cover classes. The area occupied by every other land-cover class
either decreases or remains constant over the 21st century. Most significant decreases
are observed for the MF land-cover class however other tree types: ENF, DNF, DBF,
MF, CS, WS and S also decrease. A slight decrease in G land-cover area and increase
in C land-cover area is also projected.
Furthermore it is found that the differences in temperature as projected by different
climate models do not impact future tree-cover distribution significantly. This is found
by comparing land-cover projections corresponding to different climate models under a
single emission scenario. It is found that the relative ranks of different forest-cover
classes (in terms of probability of occurrence) did not vary significantly for different
climate models under a fixed emission scenario.
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Figure 2.4. Annual land-cover projections across the study region over the period: 2013-2100.
Data corresponding to scenario mri-cgcm3-rcp2.6 (top) and mri-cgcm3-rcp8.5 (bottom) have
been presented.
2.5.4 Future surface temperature projections
The SP model is recalibrated over the baseline period 2006-2013 and is used to
downscale surface temperatures projections from three CMIP5 models for the future
period 2014-2100. Future land-cover, elevation and bi-linearly interpolated GCM data
at each pixel as projected under different emission scenarios are used to make
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downscaled future surface temperature projections. Model parameters are kept constant
between the baseline and future timelines.
Downscaled surface temperature shows an overall increasing trend across the 21st
century as illustrated in Figure 2.5. In this figure, yearly mean surface temperatures
averaged across all climate models are shown. The rate of increase in surface
temperatures is higher in the case of scenario: RCP8.5 (0.04 K/year) as compared to the
scenario: RCP2.6 (0.003 K/year). Under the RCP2.6 scenario, surface temperatures are
projected to increase to reach a maximum value by the mid of 21st century and then
decrease thereafter. On the other hand, under the RCP8.5 scenario, continuous increase
in surface temperatures is obtained over the 21st century.

Figure 2.5. Future surface temperature trends associated with the two emission scenarios.
Climate projections have been averaged across all GCMs to obtain the trends.
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The sensitivity of the projected changes is explored with the help of change factors
(CF) which are defined as the difference in mean surface temperature between baseline
and the year: 2100. Figure 2.6 presents CFs for different land-covers for daytime and
nighttime. It can be seen that the CFs differ for different land-cover classes. In the
daytime most significant increase in temperature are recorded for grasslands (2 K),
followed by croplands (1.4 K), followed by BSV (1.3 K), followed by UB (1 K), and
followed by forests (0.9 K). On the other hand, in the nighttime most significant change
in temperature are obtained for forest classes (1.7 K), followed by C (1.6 K), followed
by BSV (0.9 K), followed by UB (0.8 K) and followed by G (-0.1 K). Overall largest
changes are observed for C, followed by forest-cover classes, followed by BSV,
followed by UB, and followed by G. Significant variability in the projected changes are
noticed among forested land-cover classes. Overall EBF is found to be show smallest
changes (0.9 K) while CS are found to be associated with the largest changes (1.7 K).
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Figure 2.6. Temperature change as projected for different land-covers considered in this study in
day and night for all scenarios considered in this study. The black trend-line denotes the average
variations from all scenarios.
The variation of CF values with elevation is also explored. Table 2.7 presents the rates
of change in CF with elevation for all models, scenarios, snow-states and time of the
day. Mean land-cover CFs are subtracted from the raw CFs to obtain elevation specific
CFs. A linear regression is thereafter performed with CF anomaly as the predictant
variable and elevation as predictor variable and the rate of change in CF with elevation
is estimated. It is found that the CFs increase with elevation in the snow-free months
(rate = 7e-04 K/m) whereas they decrease with elevation in the snow-covered months
(rate = -3e-03 K/m). This suggests that higher altitude regions may experience larger
increases in temperatures than the low-lying regions during the snow-free months,
whereas low lying regions may experience larger increase in temperature than high
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altitude regions during the snow-covered regions. This can also be noted from the CF
vs. elevation plots presented in Figure 2.7. Here the results have been presented for a
representative model (noresm1-m), scenario (RCP2.6) and time of the day (TN).
Among different climate models considered, largest changes (2.4 K) are projected by
the climate model: mri-cgcm3, followed by noresm1-m (2.2 K) and followed by iapfgoals (-0.9 K). Further larger changes are projected for RCP8.5 scenario (2.7 K) than
RCP2.6 scenario (-0.22 K). Further difference in changes are obtained for snowcovered months (2.1 K) than the snow-free months (0.1 K), and in the nighttime (1.3 K)
than in the daytime (1.1 K). Lastly a comparison of different sources of uncertainty is
performed by analyzing the magnitude of changes projected by the three GCMs, two
emission scenarios, two snow-cover states, four time of the day and 14 land-cover
classes considered in this study. The results are presented in Figure 2.8 where the
uncertainty magnitude for above mentioned sources is shown. As it can be observed
from Figure 2.8, GCM is found to be the most important source of uncertainty
(uncertainty range = 3.2 K), followed by the choice of RCP (uncertainty range = 2.9 K),
followed by the snow-cover state of the area (uncertainty range = 2.0 K), followed by
the land-cover class (uncertainty range = 0.9 K), and followed by the time of the day
(uncertainty range = 0.2 K).
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Figure 2.7. Variation of change factor (CF) with elevation for snow-free (left) and snow-covered
(right) months. Blue line shows the smoothed fitted line by obtaining a Generalized Additive
Model (GAM) fit between CF and elevation. This representative result is shown for model:
noresm1-m, scenario: RCP2.6, time: AN.
Table 2.7. Variation of Change Factors (CF) with elevation. Results are presented for all models,
scenario, snow-cover state, time of the day considered for analysis.

Model

Scenario

mri-cgcm3

RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6

Snow

Time

sf
day
sc
sf
sc

night

Change in ST
with elevation
(K/m)
2e-03
-7e-05
-6e-03
-8e-03
1e-03
-1e-03
1e-04
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iap-fgoals

noresm1-m

RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5

sf
day
sc
sf
night
sc
sf
day
sc
sf
night
sc

-2e-03
2e-03
-7e-05
-6e-03
-8e-03
1e-03
-1e-03
1e-04
-2e-03
2e-03
-7e-05
-6e-03
-8e-03
1e-03
-1e-03
1e-04
-2e-03

Figure 2.8. A comparison of the magnitude of uncertainty associated with all five sources of
uncertainty considered in this study.
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2.6 Conclusions
A physically scaling (SP) model has been introduced in this study which can be used to
downscale climate model based surface temperature datasets under non-stationary future
conditions. The model is based on a hypothesis that local scale climate can be modelled using
large scale climate and land-cover, elevation characteristics of the location of interest. From
the results presented in this study, it can concluded that above mentioned hypothesis is true
and hence the proposed model can be used to downscale future temperatures under changing
climatic and land-cover conditions as simulated by the GCMs (Stocker et al. 2013) and
Integrated Assessment Models (Hurtt et al. 2011).
This study also presents a case study of the proposed method on the southern Saskatchewan
region of Canada. From the analysis of future temperature projections many interesting
results are obtained. For instance, it is found that land-cover and snow-cover properties of a
particular location play an important role in shaping its response to changes in large scale
climate. Our analysis shows that their influence at local and regional scales is comparable
and even bigger than that contributed by differences in climate models and emission
scenarios. Further considerable differences in the projected changes are obtained at a diurnal
scale. Lastly it is also shown that the projected temperature changes vary systematically with
elevation. It is found that during the snow-free months, the lower elevation or relatively flat
regions are more resistant to temperature increases than the higher elevation regions. On the
other hand, during the snow-covered months higher elevation regions are more resistant to
temperature increases than the low lying regions. These results highlight the importance of
considering the geophysical properties of the location of interest and temporal scale of
analysis while making future climate projections at local and regional scales.
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The current work can be extended in many different directions. In the proposed SP model,
pixels belonging to a particular land-cover class are considered to vary only with changes in
elevation. However land-cover and elevation properties of the surrounding pixels also play
an important role in deciding the climatology of a location. The proposed model can
therefore be improved in future by incorporating these neighborhood characteristics into SP
model formulation. Further, it is important to ascertain an appropriate spatial scale at which
SP model calibration should be performed to get the most accurate yet stable regression
parameters. Finally the model can be used to downscale temperature in other regions of the
world which have more complicated physiography than the region that has been selected for
this study.
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CHAPTER 3: Extension of SP method and its application towards downscaling climate
model based near surface air temperature
3.1 Introduction
Climate models are mathematical representation of the globe and can simulate complex
physical processes occurring within the earth’s climate system. They are therefore perfectly
placed to simulate large scale climatic response to increasing greenhouse gases in the earth
system. For local or regional scale climate change impact assessment studies these large
scale climatic changes need to be transferred to an appropriate local or regional scale. This
process of extraction of local or regional scale information from large scale climatic
projections is referred to as downscaling (Stocker et al. 2013).
Two broad streams of downscaling methodologies exist in the climate change literature: 1)
Dynamic downscaling and 2) Statistical downscaling. Dynamic downscaling involves using
Regional Climate Models (RCMs), which are essentially high resolution mesoscale models
that can model climatic processes operating at spatial scales much smaller than those
resolved by the GCMs (Xue et al. 2014). RCMs use boundary conditions provided by the
GCMs and distribute it across the study region in a physically based way. Statistical
downscaling methods aim to perform a similar task and employ statistical methods for doing
so. Here large scale climate model data is linked with observed point location data using
statistical methods (Fowler et al. 2007; Schoof et al. 2013). Both dynamic and statistical
methods of downscaling have advantages and disadvantages. While dynamic approaches are
physically based, they are computationally expensive (Xue et al. 2014). On the other hand,
statistical approaches are computationally inexpensive but are not physically based.
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With an aim at providing physically representative downscaled products for climate models,
Gaur and Simonovic (2016) proposed a Physical Scaling (SP) based statistical downscaling
approach. Since the proposed approach is statistical in nature, it is computationally
inexpensive and the downscaled outputs are physically representative, if not physically
based. Scaling approaches have been used to downscale climate model data in the past.
These approaches model local scale climate based on large scale value of the same climate
variable (Schoof et al. 2013). For instance Wang et al. (2011) performed bi-linear
interpolation with lapse rate adjustments to downscale air temperature data across western
North America. Salathe (2003) used scaling based approaches to downscale precipitation in
the Yakima River basin (USA) and found them to be effective in capturing precipitation
dynamics across the catchment. Wood et al. (2004) used three different scaling methods to
downscale climate model and RCM generated gridded precipitation and temperature data.
They found that scaling based downscaling methods are able to capture the observed
hydrometeorologic variability in their outputs.
In Gaur and Simonovic (2016) SP model is calibrated by formulating a linear regression
model with bilinearly interpolated NARR surface temperature data, Moderate-resolution
imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) based land-cover, and elevation as predictor variables
and MODIS based surface temperature data as predictant variable. The calibrated model is
thereafter used to downscale future projected GCM surface temperature data across the
southern Saskatchewan region in Canada. The three predictors used in SP method are
selected based on the recommendations made by Lowry (1977) and others (Oke 1982; Fall
et al. 2010; Hale et al. 2006; 2008; Argueso et al. 2014; Kusaka et al. 2012; 2014; Kishtawal
et al. 2010; Rao et al. 2004; Li et al. 2011; Shepherd 2005; Efe 2014; Lin et al. 2013) who
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found that elevation, land-cover and large scale climate shape locally observed climate. The
approach is found to be able to simulate surface temperatures and mean land-cover specific
surface temperatures across the study region significantly better than a state-of-the-art
statistical downscaling methodology: Bias Correction Statistical Downscaling (BCSD)
method (Wood et al. 2004).
In this study the validity of SP method is tested on another important climate variable: near
surface air temperature. Two approaches towards downscaling air temperature have been
proposed: direct and indirect. In the direct approach air temperature data is downscaled
directly using SP method. On the other hand in the indirect approach, SP model is first used
to downscale climate model based surface temperature data. The downscaled surface
temperature data is thereafter used to estimate air temperature using another statistical
model that links surface temperature to air temperature (referred as ST  AT model
hereafter). Estimation of air temperature from surface temperatures has been performed in
many studies in the past. Many statistical functions like linear regression (Stathopoulou et
al. 2006), random forests (Xu et al. 2014), optimization techniques (Benali et al. 2012), M5
method (Emamifar et al. 2013), kriging method (Anderson 2002) have been used to
establish relationship between surface and air temperatures. Further a range of predictors in
addition to surface temperatures have been used for instance land-cover (White-Newsome et
al. 2013; Xu et al. 2012), julian day and day length (Benali et al. 2012), solar radiation
(Emamifar et al. 2013), Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (Goetz et al. 2000 and
Stisen et al. 2007), solar zenith angle (Vogt et al. 1997).
Several models following the direct and indirect approaches are evaluated in this study.
Model ensemble is prepared by considering different functional forms, neighborhood scales,
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and predictor variables. Further a sensitivity analysis is performed to quantify and compare
the impact of the choice of functional form, neighborhood scale and downscaling approach
on the predicted future air temperature. Rest of the paper is organized as follows. The study
region and datasets used are provided in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. This is followed
by a description of the models and methods used in this study in section 3.4. A discussion
on results obtained is provided in section 3.5 followed by conclusions in section 3.6.
3.2 Study region
The region selected for analysis is the southern Saskatchewan region in Canada (see Figure
3.1). The area is land-locked and is in abundance of small lakes and rivers. The region is
characterized by large topographic variability and by the presence of different land-cover
classes. The elevation across the study region varies from 240 masl to 1389 masl while all
land-cover classes identified in the University of Maryland (UMD) classification scheme (see
Table 3.1) are present. The region has forested land-cover in the north and cropland,
grassland areas in the south. Overall, cropland and forests are two major land-cover classes
occupying the study region accounting for close to 80% of the total area. Two major urban
centers: Saskatoon and Regina are present within the study region.
The climate of Saskatchewan is continental and is characterized by its extremes. Large
fluctuations in temperature (up to 65ºC) can be observed within a year owing to its landlocked position in the North American land-mass. Due to this the region heats up as well as
cools down quickly. An important climatic feature of the region is frequent clear skies and
sunny conditions. Majority of precipitation that Saskatchewan receives occurs during the
summers due to the passing of mid-latitude cyclones over the region. Wintertime
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precipitation occurs as snow and due to sustained below zero temperatures accumulated
snow-pack has a major influence on the climatology of the region (Encyclopedia of
Saskatchewan 2015).

Figure 3.1. Location and physiography of the study region considered for analysis. The black
and blue dots in the top figure show the location of calibration and validation air temperature
recording stations respectively.
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3.3 Data used
SRTM elevation data: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle
Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) elevation product is used in this study. This data has a
spatial resolution of 90 m.
MODIS land-cover and surface temperature data: MODIS recorded level 3 annual landcover product (MCD12Q1) in the UMD classification scheme has been used in this study. A
list of land-cover classes identified in the UMD classification scheme is provided in Table
3.1. The annual land-cover data, available at a 500 m spatial resolution is obtained for the
period 2006-2012. Land-cover data for the year 2013 is not available from MODIS data
repository therefore it is assumed to be the same as that of the year 2012. This is a reasonable
assumption since land-cover in the study region has not changed drastically at annual timesteps in the past (Gaur and Simonovic 2016). MODIS recorded surface temperature level 3
products from Aqua (MYD11A1) and Terra (MOD11A1) are also used in this study. Terra
passes equator at around 10:30 AM/PM while Aqua passes at around 1:30 PM/AM. Day-time
as well as night-time surface temperature are collected for the period 2006-2013 from both
the satellites. The percentage distribution of the remotely sensed surface temperature data
over the study period is provided in Table 3.2. Before using any remotely sensed product
their quality assessment files are referred and only pixels with reliable data are selected for
analysis. In the case of surface temperature, the pixels which are associated with <1 K of
error are deemed as reliable while land-cover pixels which are deemed as of “good quality”
in the remotely sensed datasets are considered reliable.
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Table 3.1. Land-cover classes as identified in the UMD classification system. Abbreviation used
for each land-cover class is also provided within the brackets.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

UMD classes
Water (W)
Evergreen Needleleaf Forest (ENF)
Evergreen Broadleaf Forest (EBF)
Deciduous Needleleaf Forest (DNF)
Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (DBF)
Mixed Forest (MF)
Closed Shrublands (CS)
Open Shrublands (OS)
Woody Savannas (WS)
Savannas (S)
Grasslands (G)
Croplands (C)
Urban and Built-up (UB)
Barren or Sparsely Vegetated (BSV)

Table 3.2. Distribution (%) of the remotely sensed surface temperature data over the
period 2006-2013.

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

J
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

F
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

M
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8

A
1.2
1.1
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
0.7

M
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3

Month
J
J
1.1
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2

A
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3

S
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.2

O
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.0
1.2
0.8
1.2

N
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.9

D
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
1.0
0.9
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Recorded hourly air temperature: In total 71 hourly air temperature recording stations are
found to be located within the study region. Historically observed hourly air temperature data
for the period 2006 to 2013 are collected from the Environment Canada database at these
stations. Out of them 52 stations are found to have satisfactory data length. A list of these
stations is provided in Table 3.3. All recording stations are found to be associated with
cropland or grassland land-cover class based on MODIS land-cover data.
Table 3.3. List of calibration and validation stations selected for analysis.

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Calibration
Station name
Latitude
Rosetown East
51.57
Last Mountain Cs
51.42
Bratt's Lake Climate
50.20
Wynyard (Aut)
51.77
Nipawin
53.33
Assiniboia Airport
49.73
Hudson Bay(Aut)
52.82
Pilger
52.42
Prince Albert A
53.22
Outlook Pfra
51.48
North Battleford
52.77
Coronach Spc
49.05
Watrous East
51.67
Melfort
52.82
Elbow Cs
51.13
Kindersley A
51.52
Meadow Lake A
54.13
North Battleford Rcs
52.77
Yorkton
51.26
Eastend Cypress (Aut)
49.44
Spiritwood West
53.37
Yorkton
51.26
La Ronge A
55.15
Regina Int'l A
50.43
Regina Rcs
50.43
Saskatoon Intl A
52.17

Longitude
-107.92
-105.25
-104.71
-104.20
-104.00
-105.95
-102.32
-105.15
-105.67
-107.05
-108.25
-105.48
-105.40
-104.60
-106.58
-109.18
-108.52
-108.26
-102.46
-108.99
-107.55
-102.46
-105.27
-104.67
-104.67
-106.70

Elevation
586.00
497.00
580.00
560.10
371.90
725.50
358.10
552.00
428.20
541.00
548.00
756.00
525.60
490.00
595.00
693.70
480.70
548.00
498.40
1059.00
584.30
498.30
379.20
577.60
577.30
504.10
64
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Val Marie Southeast

49.06

-107.59

796.00

50.37
49.22
49.22
50.55
54.02
50.95
54.13
50.33
50.33
53.33
53.33
52.77
49.17
52.17
52.36
50.29
50.30
50.27
49.70
51.26
49.64
54.91
50.91
49.10
49.90

-102.57
-102.97
-102.97
-103.65
-109.14
-107.15
-108.52
-105.57
-105.54
-104.02
-104.01
-108.24
-105.98
-106.72
-108.83
-107.69
-107.68
-107.73
-103.80
-102.46
-109.51
-109.96
-109.50
-107.02
-109.47

599.80
580.60
580.30
579.10
545.60
664.70
481.00
576.70
577.00
371.90
371.90
548.30
917.00
504.10
659.60
816.90
816.90
825.00
588.60
498.30
1259.00
637.10
675.50
830.00
766.70

Validation
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Broadview
Estevan
Estevan A
Indian Head Cda
Loon Lake Rcs
Lucky Lake
Meadow Lake
Moose Jaw A
Moose Jaw Cs
Nipawin
Nipawin
North Battleford
Rockglen (Aut)
Saskatoon Rcs
Scott Cda
Swift Current
Swift Current A
Swift Current Cda
Weyburn
Yorkton
Cypress Hills Park
Jimmy Lake Awos
Leader Airport
Mankota
Maple Creek

NARR data: NARR 3-hourly data for air temperature, surface temperature, and atmospheric
variables: wind-speed at 10m, upward longwave radiation flux, upward shortwave radiation
flux, low cloud area fraction, medium cloud area fraction, high cloud area fraction and
specific humidity is obtained for the period 2006-2013. The NARR data has an approximate
spatial resolution of 32 Km (Mesinger et al. 2006).
Future land-cover projections: Future land-cover projections in UMD classification scheme
for the period: 2081-2100 is obtained from Gaur and Simonovic (2016). In Gaur and
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Simonovic (2016) yearly future land-cover data for the period 2014-2100 is obtained by
associating future land-use projections provided in Hurtt et al. (2011) with MODIS landcover classes. The obtained future land-cover data has a spatial resolution of 500 m.
GCM air temperature data: Future 3-hourly air temperature, surface temperature, total cloud
fraction, eastward wind, northward wind, specific humidity, surface downwelling longwave
radiation, surface downwelling shortwave radiation, surface upwelling longwave radiation,
surface upwelling shortwave radiation data from a General Circulation Model (GCM):
FGOALS-s2 (Qing et al. 2012) is collected for an emission scenario: Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 for the period 2081-2100.
3.4 Approaches, methods and models used
In this section models, methods and approaches considered in this study are described. A list
of the models considered is provided in Table 3.4.
3.4.1 Downscaling approaches
Two different approaches are adopted for downscaling model based air temperature
data: 1) direct and 2) indirect. The direct approach involves a one-step procedure of the
application of SP method (and its extensions) using recorded and climate model based
air temperature data. Since recorded data is used as a predictant variable in this
approach, model calibration can only be performed over land-cover pixels associated
with the recording stations. Model predictions therefore can only be made at land-cover
pixels associated with these land-cover classes. The indirect approach involves two
steps. In the first step SP method is used to downscale model based surface temperature
data. Remotely sensed surface temperature data are used as predictant variable while
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model based surface temperature data (along with other predictor variables) is used as
predictor variable. Since remotely sensed data is used as a predictant variable, model
calibration (and prediction) can be performed at all land-cover class pixels that are
associated with the remotely sensed data. In the second step ST  AT is used to
estimate air temperature from the downscaled surface temperature data. Since the
density of remotely sensed data is much higher than the density of recording stations,
the indirect approach is expected to yield a higher density of downscaled air
temperature data than the direct method.
Table 3.4. Models evaluated in this study.

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Approach

Direct

Indirect

Model

Method

Functional
form

SP_lm
SP_qr
SP_gam
SPS3x3_lm
SPS5x5_lm
SPS7x7_lm
SPS9x9_lm
SP_lm_ST
SP_qr_ST
SP_gam_ST
SP_lm_ST.LC
SP_qr_ST.LC
SP_gam_ST.LC
SP_lm_ST.LC.AVs
SP_qr_ST.LC.AVs
SP_gam_ST.LC.AVs
SPS3x3_lm_ST.LC.AVs
SPS5x5_lm_ST.LC.AVs
SPS7x7_lm_ST.LC.AVs
SPS9x9_lm_ST.LC.AVs

SP
SP
SP
SPS
SPS
SPS
SPS
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SPS
SPS
SPS
SPS

LR
QR
GAM
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
QR
GAM
LR
QR
GAM
LR
QR
GAM
LR
LR
LR
LR

Predictors
(ST AT
model)
ST
ST
ST
ST, LC
ST, LC
ST, LC
ST, LC, AVs
ST, LC, AVs
ST, LC, AVs
ST, LC, AVs
ST, LC, AVs
ST, LC, AVs
ST, LC, AVs
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3.4.2 SP method and its extensions
SP method
Downscaling by SP method is performed by forming a multiple linear regression model
with observed climate data as predictant variable and bilinearly interpolated climate
model data, elevation and land-cover as predictor variables. The SP method formulation
for the downscaling of climate model based air temperatures can be mathematically
expressed as:
CVobs  0  1  CVmod  2  E p  3  LC p  

(3.1)

Where, CV denotes the climate variable of interest, E denotes the elevation (masl), LC
denotes the categorical land-cover variable, β denote the regression parameters and ε
denotes the error term associated with the regression model. Subscript obs and mod
describe if the climatic data is observed or model based, respectively. Subscript p
indicates that the data used is a pixel scale data. In Table 3.4, models with SP method
are denoted with a prefix “SP”.
SP method with Surrounding pixel information (SPS method)
The SP method is modified to incorporate land-cover and elevation configuration
surrounding the pixel of interest. The mathematical formulation of the SPS method can
be expressed as:
CVobs   0  1  CVmod   2  E p  3  LC p  FrW , s  ....  FrBSV , s  R E , s  

(3.2)
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In the SPS method, additional neighborhood land-cover pixel information of a
reference pixel is incorporated by adding predictors that convey the fraction of
surrounding area that is occupied by each UMD class. For instance in equation 3.2
additional predictors FrW,s , …..FrBSV,s represent the fraction of the total area
surrounding the reference pixel by Water,….Barren and Sparsely Vegetated land-cover
classes. The value of each of these predictors is between 0 and 1 and they add up across
all land-cover classes to give a value of 1. Neighborhood elevation information is
incorporated by including a predictor RE,s which represents the ratio between reference
pixel elevation and mean elevation of pixels surrounding the reference pixel. In all
additional predictors, the subscript s denotes that the predictors are calculated at a
certain neighborhood scale. In this study the analysis is performed at four neighborhood
scales: 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 as adopted in some studies in the past (White and
Engelen 2000; Verberg et al. 2004). Configuration of neighborhood scales considered
in this analysis is shown in Figure 3.2. The reference pixel is shown in red.
Neighborhood pixels encompassed in 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood scale are
shown in light red, light green, light blue and grey respectively. Areas encompassed in
higher neighborhood scales are inclusive of smaller neighborhood scales. This means
that neighborhood area of 5x5 scale will encompass the area associated with 3x3
neighborhood scale plus the light green area. In Table 3.4, models with SP method are
denoted with a prefix “SPS”. Models calibrated at 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood
scales are referred as SPS3x3, SPS5x5, SPS7x7 and SPS9x9 respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Neighborhood configurations considered in this study. In this figure reference pixel
is shown in red and pixels encompassed in 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood scale are shown
in light red, light green, light blue and grey respectively. Areas encompassed in higher
neighborhood scales are inclusive of the smaller neighborhood scales.
SP method with other regression functions
Apart from the linear regression model (LR) described above, two other regression
functions are used in SP model formulation: 1) quantile regression (QR) and 2)
generalized additive models (GAM). In Table 4, models using functional form: LR, QR
and GAM are denoted with suffix: “lm”, “qr” and “gam” respectively. The
mathematical formulations of these models are provided in equations 3.3 and 3.4
respectively.

CVobs (q)  0q  1q  CVmod  2q  E p  3q  LC p   q

(3.3)
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g (CVobs )  0q  f1 (CVmod )  f 2 ( E p )  f3 ( LC p )  

(3.4)

In equation 3.3, CVobs (q) indicates CVobs values below quantile q. Further  0 q , 1q ,  2 q
and

3q are quantile specific parameters and  q is the quantile specific error

component of the model. In this study only the parameters associated with 0.5th quantile
(median) is considered while making prediction using quantile regression. In equation
3.4, g is the link function and f1, f 2 , f3 represent the non-parametric smoothed function
that is associated with model based data, elevation and land-cover respectively. In this
study, the smoothed function is fit using penalized likelihood maximization algorithm.
The penalized likelihood maximization algorithm is a variant of maximum likelihood
estimation algorithm and applies a tradeoff between model fit wiggliness and goodness
of fit by incorporating a penalty function (Wood 2000).
3.4.3 ST  AT models
Linear regression with surface temperature as predictor
The most basic model linking air temperature with surface temperature formulates a
linear regression relationship using surface temperature as predictor. The model
formulation can be mathematically expressed as:

AT  0  1  ST  

(3.5)

Where, AT and ST denote air temperature and surface temperature respectively. In
Table 3.4, model using ST as predictor is denoted with a suffix: “ST”.
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Using other regression functions
In addition to LR model, QR and GAM based models are used to model air
temperature from surface temperature. The models can be mathematically expressed
as:
CVobs (q)   0 q  1q  CVmod   q

(3.6)

g (CVobs )  0  f1 (CVmod )  

(3.7)

The variables used in above equations are similar to those used in equations 3.3 and
3.4.
Using additional predictors
The basic models described in equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 are extended by incorporating
additional predictor variables such as land-cover as well as atmospheric variables
(AVs): cloud-cover, specific humidity, upward longwave radiation flux, upward
shortwave radiation flux and wind speed. In Table 3.4, models using land-cover and
AVs as predictors are denoted with suffix: “LC” and “AVs” respectively.
3.5 Results and discussion
Each model listed in Table 3.4 is formulated separately for snow-covered (chosen as October
to March) and snow-free months (chosen as April to September). The models are evaluated
using two metrics: Root Mean Squared Error in predicted air temperature (RMSE-AT) and
mean land-cover specific air temperature (RMSE-LC-AT). Further the spatial and temporal
robustness of these models is tested by performing two sets of experiments:
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E1 Test for temporal robustness: In this experiment, models are calibrated over the period
2006-2010 and validated over the period 2011-2013. Data from 52 stations located within
the study region are used in this experiment.
E2 Test for spatial robustness: In this experiment, models are calibrated across 27 evenly
distributed gauging stations located across the study region and validation across the rest
25 stations. Data for the entire period of study 2006-2013 is considered for analysis in
this experiment.
The models considered in both direct and indirect approaches are found to performed better
in the temporal robustness test than in the spatial robustness test. The RMSE-AT and RMSEAT-LC found values associated with the direct approach for experiments: E1 and E2 are
presented in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. The RMSE-AT and RMSE-AT-LC values
from experiment E1 are found to be 0.06 K and 0.19 K respectively while from experiment
E2 are found to be 0.13 K and 0.72 K respectively. The results from indirect downscaling
approach for experiments E1 and E2 are presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. The
RMSE-AT and RMSE-AT-LC values from experiment E1 are found to be 0.87 K and 0.93 K
respectively while from experiment E2 are found to be 1.17 K and 2.16 K respectively.
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Figure 3.3. The RMSE associated the downscaled air temperature data (RMSE-AT) and mean
land-cover air temperature (RMSE-AT-LC) using direct SP approach from the temporal
robustness (E1) test.

Figure 3.4. The RMSE associated the downscaled air temperature data (RMSE-AT) and mean
land-cover air temperature (RMSE-AT-LC) using direct SP approach using direct SP approach
from the spatial robustness (E2) test.
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Figure 3.5. The RMSE associated the downscaled air temperature data using indirect SP
approach from the temporal robustness (E1) test.
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Figure 3.6. The RMSE associated the downscaled air temperature data using indirect SP
approach from the spatial robustness (E2) test.
Among the two downscaling approaches, model performances are found to be better in the
case of direct approach (RMSE-AT = 0.10 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 0.50 K) than the indirect
approach (RMSE-AT = 1.17 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 1.73 K). Further superior model
performance is obtained in the nighttime (RMSE-AT = 0.43 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 0.87 K)
than in the daytime (RMSE-AT = 1.17 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 1.73 K).
Among the models considered under the direct approach (models 1-3 in Table 3.4), the
SP_gam model is found to perform best (RMSE-AT = 0.05 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 0.17 K),
followed by SP_lm (RMSE-AT = 0.06 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 0.19 K), followed by SP_qr
(RMSE-AT = 0.10 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 0.17 K). Further by comparing model 1 with models
4-7 (in Table 3.4), it is found that the addition of neighborhood information at 3x3, 5x5, 7x7
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and 9x9 neighborhood scale improves the performance of SP_lm model by 2%, 15%, 9% and
12% in terms of RMSE-AT and ~0%, 20%, 30% and 2% in terms of RMSE-AT-LC
respectively.
Among the models considered in the indirect approach, models with functional forms: LR
(models 8, 11, 14), GAM (models 10, 13, 16) and QR (models 9, 12, 15), models using GAM
are found to perform best (RMSE-AT = 1.06 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 1.16 K), followed by LR
(RMSE-AT = 1.07 K; RMSE-AT-LC = 1.18 K) and QR (RMSE-AT = 1.09 K; RMSE-ATLC = 1.21 K). A comparison of models 17-20 with 14 suggests that the addition of
neighborhood information increases the model performance. In terms of RMSE-AT an
increase of 2%, 2%, 1% and 3% in model performance is observed for neighborhood scales:
3x3, 5x5, 7x7, and 9x9 respectively while in terms of RMSE-AT-LC an increase of 1%, 3%,
1% and 4% is observed. By comparing models with different predictors in the ST  AT
model it is found that the addition of land-cover as an additional predictor to surface
temperature leads to a decrease in the prediction accuracy by 4% in terms of RMSE-AT and
an increase in prediction accuracy by 14% in terms of RMSE-AT-LC. The addition of AVs
as predictors results in a significant improvement in the efficiency of models considered in
the indirect approach. An increase of 30% and 23% in prediction accuracy is found in terms
of RMSE-AT and RMSE-AT-LC respectively.
The sensitivity of future projections made by models listed in Table 3.4 is explored with
reference to the usage of different functional forms, neighborhood scales and downscaling
approaches considered in this study. Models provided in Table 3.4 are calibrated over the
period 2006-2013 and used to make future air temperature projections for the period 20812100. Future air temperature projections made by models 1-7 during the snow-free months is
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presented in figure 3.7 for timelines: Aqua-Day (AD), Terra-Day (TD), Aqua-Night (AN)
and Terra-Night (TN). It can be seen from the figure that future projections are more
sensitive to selected neighborhood scale than the functional form considered for analysis.
Overall, it is found that over the period 2081-2100 mean air temperature varies by 0.1 K for
the three functional forms however it varies by ~5 K between the four neighborhood scales
considered in this study. This significant variation in the projections with different
neighborhood scales is found to occur because of a variable response of neighborhood pixels
on the reference pixel at different neighborhood scales. This can be observed from figure 8
where the rate of change in temperature with reference to increase in neighborhood landcover fraction is provided for all land-cover classes for all neighborhood scale (NS)
considered for analysis. Negligible and insignificant (at p=0.05) rates are shown in white
whereas positive and negative rates are shown in red and green respectively. It can be seen
the rates associated with each land-cover class vary significantly for different neighborhood
scales highlighting the role that surrounding pixels play towards shaping significantly
different temperature response at different neighborhood scales.
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Figure 3.7. Yearly averaged air temperature for the period 2081 to 2100 as predicted by models
considered in the direct approach of the application of SP method.

Figure 3.8. Rate of change in temperature with increase in neighborhood land-cover fraction for
different land-cover classes (LC) at different neighborhood scales (NS).
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Finally the influence of choice of downscaling approach on future projections is analyzed.
Annual mean air temperature projected by models 1 and 14 from direct (referred as “dir”)
and indirect (referred as “ind”) approaches are shown in figure 3.9. The mean air temperature
projected by the direct approach is found to be 1 K higher than those projected by the indirect
approach. This difference in projections is found to occur prominently because direct
approach provides projections only for pixels belonging to land-cover classes: C and G
because all recording stations are found to be located on one of these two land-cover classes.
On the other hand, indirect approach provides projections for all land-cover classes (as seen
in Figure C1). This can induce bias in the air temperature projections due to differences in
the data distribution of the downscaled outputs obtained from the two approaches. To
highlight this bias, projections from indirect approach are calculated neglecting all land-cover
classes except C and G. The projections from this experiment are referred as “ind.red” in
figure 3.9. It can be noticed that neglecting other land-cover classes increases the mean
projected air temperature from indirect approach by 1.1 K and the difference between the
mean air temperature projected by the two approaches reduces to 0.3 K. This suggests that
the observed differences in projections between direct and indirect approaches are associated
with the differences in the distribution of data considered in the two approaches.
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Figure 3.9. Yearly averaged air temperature projections for the period 2081 to 2100 as predicted
following the direct approach (dir), indirect approach (ind) and indirect approach considering
land-cover classes present in direct approach based projections (ind.red).
3.6 Conclusions
SP method introduced in Gaur and Simonovic (2016) has been used in this study to
downscale climate model based air temperature data. The method is found to perform very
well in both spatial and temporal robustness tests which test the downscaling efficiency of
the models considered in this study. An ensemble of SP model variants are formed by
considering two different downscaling approaches, two methods, three functional forms and
a set of different predictor variables. Each model of this ensemble is evaluated and compared
for their downscaling efficiency. Following key results are obtained:
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Superior model efficiency is obtained from the direct approach than the indirect
approach.



Superior model efficiency is obtained when neighborhood pixel information is taken into
account (SPS method) than when it is ignored (SP method).



Superior model efficiency is obtained when GAMs are used as functional form, followed
by LR, followed by QR.



While performing downscaling using indirect approach, significantly superior model
efficiency is obtained when AVs are considered as predictor variables in addition to
surface temperature.

The models are thereafter used to downscale future air temperature projections made by a
climate model: FGOALS-s2 for an emission scenario: RCP8.5 to evaluate the sensitivity of
downscaling approaches, methods and functional forms on future temperature projections.
Following results are obtained from the sensitivity analysis:


Model projections are most sensitive to neighborhood scale considered for analysis,
followed by downscaling approaches, followed by functional forms considered.

 High sensitivity of future projections to neighborhood scales can be attributed to
significantly different influences of surrounding land-cover classes on the reference pixel
at different neighborhood scales.


Differences between future projections obtained from the direct and indirect approaches
can be attributed to the differences in total number of land-cover classes they represent in
their projections. Indirect approach provides a more comprehensive picture of changes
across the study region as compared to the direct approach. This happens because
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remotely sensed data are used to calibrate the models considered in the indirect approach
as compared to the direct approach where recording station data is used to calibrate them.
Results from this study support the hypothesis made in Gaur and Simonovic (2016) that local
scale climate can be modelled using large scale climate data and land-cover, elevation
properties of the location of interest. Further the work also introduces SPS method and
highlights the impact of considering neighborhood pixels on projected future temperature.
Future work involves the usage of SP and SPS methods towards downscaling climate model
based precipitation data as well as to test the applicability of these models at areas outside the
region analyzed in this study.
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CHAPTER 4: Application of Physical Scaling towards downscaling climate model
precipitation data
4.1 Introduction
General Circulation Models (GCMs) are mathematical representations of the global climate
system. They are used to obtain future climate projections across the globe under probable
future greenhouse gas emission trajectories. Owing to computational limitations, GCM
simulations are performed at grid-sizes that are typically larger than 1° x 1° spatial scale.
This spatial scale is much coarser than that required for local or regional scale climate change
impact assessment studies. The process of inferring higher spatial resolution climate
projections from climate model outputs is referred to as downscaling in climate science
literature. Two broad categories of downscaling methodologies have been adopted till date:
statistical downscaling and dynamic downscaling while a few studies have combined the two
approaches (for instance Svoboda et al. 2012). Statistical downscaling methods link large
scale atmospheric variables with locally observed climate data using statistical methods. On
the other hand, dynamic downscaling methods simulate higher resolution climate data using
boundary conditions simulated by GCMs as inputs into a high resolution mesoscale
physically based model (Maraun et al. 2010).
Statistical downscaling methods used in the past can be grouped into four broad categories:
1) scaling methods, 2) regression based approaches, 3) weather pattern based approaches,
and 4) weather generators (Schoof 2013). The difference between scaling and regression
approaches is that in scaling approach, the value of low resolution climate variable of interest
is directly used to infer local scale value of the climate variable of interest. On the other
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hand, regression based approaches employ regression methods to link a range of atmospheric
variables with local scale climate. For instance, Bias Correction Spatial Downscaling
(BCSD) method is a scaling based downscaling method where GCM outputs of the climate
variable of interest are first bias corrected and spatially interpolated across the study region.
Thereafter by calculating difference between observed climatic data and interpolated GCM
data, a spatial anomaly pattern is obtained. This spatial anomaly pattern is kept constant over
the historical and future timelines and downscaled GCM projections across both timelines are
obtained (Wood et al. 2004). This method has been used in a range of studies to downscale
GCM projections (for example Hayhoe et al. 2008; Maurer et al. 2010; Gutmann et al. 2014).
Other scaling based downscaling methods such as the ‘local’ and ‘dynamical’ scaling
approach (Salathe 2003; Widmann et al. 2003; Schmidli et al. 2006) have also been used in
the past to downscale GCM data.
Regression based downscaling approaches have been used extensively to downscale GCM
data. One very popular downscaling approach is referred to as Statistical DownScaling
Method, SDSM (Wilby et al. 2002). In this method, multiple linear regression relationship is
developed between a range of low resolution atmospheric variables (for instance geopotential
heights, wind speed etc.) and local scale observed climate data. The relationship is thereafter
used to estimate local scale downscaled GCM projections. Generalized Linear Modeling
framework for downscaling (Fealy and Sweeney 2007) builds a logistic regression model to
model local scale precipitation occurrence and a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) to
model wet-day precipitation amount from low resolution climate model derived atmospheric
variable data. Other regression based downscaling approaches have used quantile regression
(Friederichs and Hense 2007), multiway partial least squares regression (Bergant and Kajfez90

Bogataj 2005), canonical correlation (Hertig and Jacobeit 2008), artificial neural networks
(Coulibaly et al. 2005), genetic programming (Coulibaly 2004), support vector machines
(Tripathi et al. 2006) and relevance vector machines (Ghosh and Mujumdar 2008) to
establish relationship between large scale atmospheric variables and locally observed climate
data.
A shortcoming of statistical downscaling approaches is that the downscaled products are not
physically based. Physical Scaling (SP) downscaling method attempts to overcome this
limitation by including large scale climate, physical parameters like elevation and land-cover,
as well as physical neighborhood characteristics into the downscaling process. It has been
used to downscale GCM based surface temperature (Gaur and Simonovic 2016a) and air
temperature data (Gaur and Simonovic 2016b) in the past and has been found to perform
better than a state-of-the-art downscaling method: BCSD. In this study SP method based
models are evaluated for their ability to downscale North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) precipitation data. Their performance is compared with two state-of-the-art
statistical downscaling methods: SDSM and GLM. The best performing models are thereafter
used to downscale future precipitation projections made by three GCMs under two emission
scenarios across the study region. The paper is organized as follows. The study region is
described in Section 4.2, followed by data used in Section 4.3. This is followed by a
description of models and methods used in Section 4.4 followed by a discussion of results in
Section 4.5. Finally conclusions from the study are summarized in Section 4.6.
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4.2 Study region
The southern Saskatchewan region of Canada is chosen as the study region in this study. The
physiographic setting of the study region is shown in Figure 4.1. The red and blue dots
represent locations of precipitation gauging stations located within this region. The selected
region is representative of Canadian prairies and is characterized by diverse topography and
land-cover. Elevation varies between 240 masl to 1389 masl across the study region. Further
all land-cover classes identified in the University of Maryland (UMD) classification scheme
(summarized in Table 4.1) are found to be present within the study region. An analysis of
MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) land-cover data (MCD12Q1)
between 2006 and 2013 suggests that land-cover classes: Cropland, Evergreen Needle-leaf
Forest, Grassland and Mixed Forest constitute approximately 90% of the study region.
Table 4.1. Land-cover classes identified in the UMD classification system. Abbreviations used
for different land-cover classes in this study are provided within brackets.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

UMD classes
Water (W)
Evergreen Needleleaf Forest (ENF)
Evergreen Broadleaf Forest (EBF)
Deciduous Needleleaf Forest (DNF)
Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (DBF)
Mixed Forest (MF)
Closed Shrublands (CS)
Open Shrublands (OS)
Woody Savannas (WS)
Savannas (S)
Grasslands (G)
Croplands (C)
Urban and Built-up (UB)
Barren or Sparsely Vegetated (BSV)
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Figure 4.1. Physiographic details of the study region.
The region is land-locked and encompasses many small lakes and rivers. It experiences a
continental climate. Large fluctuations in temperature are observed owing to the land-locked
location of the region. The region receives almost two-thirds of its precipitation during the
summer season, which usually occurs due to large scale convective and cyclonic systems.
Significant spatial variability in precipitation is also observed across this region. Snow cover
plays a critical role in shaping the hydro-meteorology of the region as this region stays snowcovered almost six months a year (Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan 2016).
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The selected region is devoid of any complex physical systems like complex topography, sea
coast etc. around it. The motive behind the selection of this region is to evaluate SP method
in an isolated and simple region. It is planned that model efficiency will be tested on more
climatologically complex regions in future.
4.3 Data used
The following data has been used in this study:
SRTM elevation data: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle
Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) elevation product (Jarvis et al. 2008) is used in this
study. This data has a spatial resolution of 90 m.
MODIS land-cover data: The MODIS land-cover data product (MCD12Q1) in UMD
classification scheme is used in this study (LP DAAC 2001). A list of land-cover classes
identified in UMD classification scheme is provided in Table 4.1. The data is available in
500 m spatial resolution at annual timesteps. Land-cover data for the period 2006-2012 is
selected for analysis. Land-cover for the year 2013 is considered to be the same as that of
year 2012 since data for that year is not available from MODIS data repository. This is a
reasonable assumption since land-cover in the study region has not changed drastically at
annual time-steps in the past (Gaur and Simonovic 2016a).
Gauged daily precipitation data: Daily precipitation data gauged at 57 locations within the
study region over the period 2006-2013 is acquired from Environment Canada. The data can
be accessed at: http://climate.weather.gc.ca/. The distribution of gauging stations across the
study region is shown in Figure 4.1. Using MODIS land-cover data it is found that these
gauging stations are associated with UMD land-cover classes: S, OS, G, DNF, UB and C.
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NARR climatic and atmospheric data: Daily precipitation rate (P), specific humidity (shum),
high cloud area fraction (hcdc), medium cloud area fraction (mcdc), low cloud area fraction
(lcdc), air temperature (air) and geopotential height (hgt) data for the period 2006-2013 is
acquired from NARR data repository (Mesinger et al. 2006). Data for geopotential height and
specific humidity are collected at three vertical levels: 1000 hpa, 850 hpa and 500 hpa while
near surface values are extracted for other atmospheric variables. The selection of these large
scale atmospheric variables is made keeping in mind the recommendations made in Wilby et
al. (2002) as well as the data available in the NARR data repository.
Future land-cover projections: Future land-cover data for the period 2014-2100 for climate
models listed in Table 4.2 and emission scenarios: RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 are taken from Gaur
and Simonovic (2016a). In Gaur and Simonovic (2016a) the 500 m future annual land-cover
data is generated by downscaling and reclassifying the future harmonized land-use
projections discussed in Hurtt et al. (2011). Future land-cover data is available in UMD
classification system (Table 4.1).
Table 4.2. List of GCMs considered for analysis in this study.
GCM
1

Model
IAP-FGOALS

Resolution
1.66° × 2.81°

2
3

MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M

1.08° × 2.16°
2° × 2°

Source
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, China
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway

Future GCM precipitation data: GCM based daily precipitation data for the period 20062100 are collected from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project-Phase 5 (CMIP5) data
repository (Taylor et al. 2012). Data corresponding to climate models listed in Table 4.2 and
for two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs): RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 are acquired.
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The choice of climate models is made based on the availability of future land-cover data as
developed in Gaur and Simonovic (2016a).
4.4 Models and methods
Three downscaling methods are selected for evaluation in this study. They are described
below:
4.4.1 Statistical DownScaling Method (SDSM): Downscaling process by SDSM involves
following steps (Wilby et al. 2002):


Selection of relevant large scale atmospheric predictor variables: This is done by
accessing correlation between large scale predictor variables and locally observed
climate data. A suitable correlation threshold is chosen to select most relevant
atmospheric variables that are later used to model local climate.



Formulation of regression model: Multiple linear regression relationship between
selected large scale atmospheric variables (predictors) and locally observed
climate (predictant) data is formulated next. Model is formulated over the chosen
calibration period and used to predict local scale climate for the validation period.



Accounting for internal variability: Multiple realizations of the predicted data are
generated using a weather generator in order to account for the internal variability
of the climate system.

Since all generated realizations are supposed to have same statistical properties and since the
objective of this research is to evaluate SDSM downscaled output, weather generator step is
omitted and scaled data is directly used for evaluation. Further several studies have pointed
out that the process of initial screening of atmospheric variables is subjective in nature and
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that this step has significant implications on downscaled outputs (for instance Gagnon et al.
2005), in this study two different versions of SDSM model are evaluated: one with initial
screening of atmospheric variables (referred as SDSM.sig hereafter) and one without an
initial screening of atmospheric variables (referred as SDSM hereafter).
4.4.2 Generalized Linear Modeling (GLM): Downscaling by GLM involves following steps
(Fealy and Sweeney 2007):


Selection of large scale atmospheric predictor variables: As with SDSM this step
involves selecting atmospheric predictor variables that are highly correlated with
locally observed climate data.



Formulation of precipitation occurrence model: A logistic regression approach is
employed to simulate wet-dry sequences of precipitation. The formulation can be
mathematically expressed as:
 P 
ln 
  B0  B1 x1  ......Bn xn
 1 P 

(4.1)

Where, P denotes the probability of a precipitation event and x denotes independent
atmospheric variables selected for analysis. Variable n denotes the number of
atmospheric variables selected for prediction.
Formulation of precipitation amounts model: The precipitation amounts model is
formulated as a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) between wet day precipitation
amount and selected large scale atmospheric variables. The mathematical formulation
of the GAM can be expressed as:
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g     f0  f1 ( x1 )  f 2 ( x2 )  ...... f n ( xn )

(4.2)

Where g is the link function and f0, f1.. fn represent the non-parametric smooth function
associated with n atmospheric variables. In this study, the smooth function is fit using
penalized likelihood maximization algorithm. The penalized likelihood maximization
algorithm is a variant of maximum likelihood estimation algorithm and applies a
tradeoff between model fit wiggliness and goodness of fit by incorporating a penalty
function (Wood 2000).
Again in this study two different versions of the GLM model are considered: one with
initial screening of atmospheric variables (referred as GLM.sig hereafter) and one
without an initial screening of atmospheric variables (referred as GLM hereafter).
4.4.3 SP method based models
SP method utilizes bilinearly interpolated climate model data and physical
characteristics of the location of interest as well as its neighborhood to downscale GCM
data. Several SP method based models have been explained in Gaur and Simonovic
(2016a; 2016b). These have been included in the model ensemble considered for
evaluation in this study. Following models have been considered:
SP method based model
Downscaling by SP method is described in details in Gaur and Simonovic (2016a). In
this method a multiple linear regression model is formulated with observed climate data
as the predictant variable and bilinearly interpolated climate model data, elevation and
land-cover as predictor variables. In this study a variant of the SP method with GAMs
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as regression function has been used. It has been found in Gaur and Simonovic (2016b)
that use of GAM as regression function improves the performance of SP method
towards predicting air temperatures. Further since precipitation follows a non-gaussian
distribution, it is better to use a regression function which doesn’t make gaussian
distribution assumption for variables. The downscaling process involves two steps of
formulating a precipitation occurrence and amounts model. The steps are similar to
GLM method however here model formulation is based on SP method. The
mathematical formulation of the precipitation occurrence and amounts model is
provided in equations 3 and 4 respectively:

 P

ln  obs   B0  B1Pmod  B2 E p  B3 LC p
 1  Pobs 

g ( Pobs,wet )  B0  f1 ( Pmod,wet )  f 2 ( E p )  f3 ( LC p )

(4.3)

(4.4)

Where, P denotes precipitation, E denotes elevation (masl), LC denotes categorical
land-cover variable and B denote regression parameters. Subscript obs and mod
describe if the climatic data is observed or model based respectively. In case of climate
model, Pmod represents bilinearly interpolated climate model data at a pixel. Subscript p
indicates that the data used is a pixel scale data whereas subscript wet denotes values on
wet days only (i.e. days with more than 0.1 mm of precipitation). Variables g and f
represent the link function and smoothing functions respectively.
Two variants of SP method are also considered in this study. First model ignores landcover as predictor in equations 4.3 and 4.4 and is referred as SP_LC while second
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model ignores both land-cover and elevation as predictors in equations 4.3 and 4.4.
Latter model is referred to as SP_LC_elev in this paper.
SP method with Surrounding pixel information (SPS) method
The SPS method is a modified version of the SP method in that it incorporates landcover and elevation properties of the neighborhood pixels in the SP method definition.
Gaur and Simonovic (2016b) finds that the inclusion of neighborhood information
improves the efficiency of SP method towards downscaling NARR air temperature data
by upto 15%. In this study a GAM based version of the SPS model is considered. Again
it involves a two-step process of simulating precipitation occurrence and amounts using
SPS method. The mathematical formulation of the SPS method can be expressed as:

 P

ln  obs   B0  B1Pmod  B2 E p  B3 LC p  B4 FrW , s  ....  B21FrBSV , s  B22 R E , s
 1  Pobs 

(4.5)

g ( Pobs , wet )  B0  f1 ( Pmod, wet )  f 2 ( E p )  f 3 ( LC p )  f 4 ( FrW , s )  ....  f 21 ( FrBSV , s )  f 22 (R E , s ) (4.6)

Where, g and f denote link and smoothing function respectively. Predictors FrW,s ,
…..FrBSV,s represent the fraction of total area surrounding the reference pixel that is
occupied by Water,….Barren and Sparsely Vegetated land-cover classes respectively.
The value of predictors: FrW,s , …..FrBSV,s is between 0 and 1 and they add up across all
neighborhood land-cover classes to give a value of 1. Neighborhood elevation
information is incorporated by including a predictor RE,s which represents the ratio
between reference pixel elevation and mean elevation of pixels surrounding the
reference pixel. The value of each neighborhood predictor is calculated at a certain
neighborhood scale (denoted by s in equation 4.6). In this study four neighborhood
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scales: 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 are considered. These neighborhood scales have been
used in previous studies (Verberg et al. 2004; Gaur and Simonovic 2016b) and have
been adopted in this study as well. Configuration of neighborhood scales considered in
this analysis is shown in Figure 4.2. The reference pixel is shown in red. Neighborhood
pixels encompassed in 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood scale are shown in yellow,
green, orange and blue respectively. Areas encompassed in higher neighborhood scales
are inclusive of smaller neighborhood scales. This means that neighborhood area of 5x5
scale encompasses the area associated with 3x3 neighborhood scale plus the yellow
area. Models calibrated at 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood scales are referred as
SPS3x3, SPS5x5, SPS7x7 and SPS9x9 respectively in this paper.
A list of all models that are evaluated in this study is provided in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.2. Neighborhood scales considered for analysis in this study. Reference pixel is shown
in red color while pixels encompassed in 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood scales are shown
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in yellow, green, orange and blue respectively. Areas encompassed by higher neighborhood
scales are inclusive of the smaller neighborhood scales.

Table 4.3. Downscaling models evaluated in this study.

S.No

Model name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SP
SP_LC
SP_LC_elev
SPS3x3
SPS5x5
SPS7x7
SPS9x9

Model name
(short)
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

8

SDSM

M8

9
10
11

GLM
SDSM.sig
GLM.sig

M9
M10
M11

Predictors
P, LC, E
P, E
P
P, LC, E, NLC3x3, NE3x3
P, LC, E, NLC5x5, NE5x5
P, LC, E, NLC7x7, NE7x7
P, LC, E, NLC9x9, NE9x9
wnd, rhum, prmsl, lcdc,
shum1000hpa, mcdc, hcdc, air,
shum850hpa, shum500hpa,
hgt1000hpa, hgt850hpa, hgt500hpa
lcdc, mcdc, hcdc

4.5 Results and discussion
The models described before are formulated for snow-free (referred as sf) and snow-covered
(referred as sc) months separately. In this study May to September are considered as snowfree months while October to April are considered as snow-covered months. Since SP
method and GLM based models both employ GAM as the regression function, the same is
used to build relationship between low resolution atmospheric variables and locally observed
climatic data in the SDSM model. This is done to maintain regression function consistency
among all models being evaluated in this study so that an unbiased evaluation of downscaling
methodologies can be made.
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The choice of predictors for SDSM.sig and GLM.sig models is made by analyzing monthly
correlation between atmospheric variables and locally observed precipitation data at all
gauging stations located within the study region. Results are presented in Figure 4.3 where
average spearman correlation coefficients between atmospheric variables and local
precipitation are plotted for all months. Highest correlation values are obtained in the case of
cloud-cover variables: high cloud area fraction (hcdc), medium cloud area fraction (mcdc)
and low cloud area fraction (lcdc). Therefore they are selected as atmospheric predictor
variables for performing downscaling by SDSM.sig and GLM.sig models. For SDSM and
GLM models, all atmospheric variables listed in Table 4.3 are considered.

Figure 4.3. Monthly correlation between low resolution atmospheric variable data and locally
observed precipitation.
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Two different tests of robustness are performed: 1) Test for temporal robustness (TR) and 2)
Test for spatial robustness (SR). In the temporal robustness test downscaling models are
calibrated over the period: 2006-2010 and validated over the period 2011-2013. On the other
hand, in the spatial robustness test the downscaling models are calibrated across 29 (out of
57) stations located across the study region and validated across the rest of the gauging
stations. The downscaled precipitation are evaluated on the basis of the downscaling model’s
ability to simulate following seven precipitation based indices: 1) Spearman correlation
coefficient between model simulated and observed data (sp.cor), 2) fraction of dry days i.e.
fraction of days with less than 0.1 mm of rainfall (ddays), 3) maximum precipitation intensity
(ppt.max), 4) mean wet day precipitation (ppt.wet), 5) total number of one-day precipitation
events (p1d), 6) total number of 2-4 day precipitation events (p2to4d) and 7) total number of
5 or more day precipitation events (p5d).
While calibrating SP method and GLM based models, probability predictions made in the
occurrence model are associated with an occurrence (1) or no-occurrence (0) value using a
threshold value such that:

1 if p  p threshold 
f ( p)  

0 if p  p threshold 

(4.7)

Where p denotes predicted probabilities as obtained from the occurrence model and pthreshold
denotes the threshold probability value chosen for analysis. In this study a series of pthreshold
values ranging between 0 and 1 are tested to select a threshold probability value that provides
maximum prediction accuracy to the SP method and GLM based models.
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The variation of model efficiencies with probability threshold values for SP method based
models and GLM models for both snow-cover states and robustness tests is presented in
Figure 4.4. Twenty-one probability threshold values evenly spaced between 0 and 1 at a
spacing of 0.05 are considered for analysis. Model efficiency is calculated by evaluating the
percentage of total data length correctly predicted by the calibrated model on validation timeseries. From the plots, it can be seen that occurrence model performance for SP and GLM
based models vary significantly with the choice of probability threshold value. Further minor
variations in model efficiency are also observed with differences in snow-cover state,
robustness test and downscaling model considered. Optimal threshold value for each model,
snow-cover state and robustness test combination is used for making prediction from these
models. A summary of these optimal threshold values is presented in Table 4.4. It is noticed
that threshold values for GLM models are higher than the threshold values of SP method
based models.
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Figure 4.4. Variation of model efficiencies with probability threshold values for GLM and SP
method based models. Efficiency values are presented for snow-free (sf) and snow-covered (sc)
timelines for spatial robustness (SR) and temporal robustness (TR) tests.
Table 4.4. Optimum probability threshold values for different models for snow-free (sf) and
snow-covered (sc) months, and for TR (SR) tests.

Model
GLM
GLM.sig
SP
SP-LC
SP-LC-elev
SPS3x3
SPS5x5
SPS7x7
SPS9x9

Snow
sf
0.55 (0.5)
0.5 (0.5)
0.35 (0.35)
0.35 (0.35)
0.35 (0.35)
0.35 (0.4)
0.4 (0.45)
0.35 (0.45)
0.35 (0.35)

sc
0.45 (0.55)
0.45(0.55)
0.35 (0.4)
0.35 (0.4)
0.3 (0.45)
0.35 (0.45)
0.35 (0.4)
0.35 (0.55)
0.4 (0.5)
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The calibrated models are used to downscale NARR precipitation grid data across the
validation period (for TR test) and validation stations (for SR test). The performance of
models in terms of rank correlation between modelled and observed data is shown in Table
4.5 for all experiments and snow-cover states. Correlation values averaged across all
experiments and snow-cover states are also shown. Best and second best performing models
in terms of average performance are highlighted in orange and green respectively. It can be
seen that SP method based models majorly outperform both SDSM and GLM models in
terms of correlation. The performance of SP models is better in the snow-free months (rhoavg.
= 0.5) as compared to snow-covered months (rho avg. = 0.4) and better in the TR test (rhoavg. =
0.5) than the SR test (rho avg. = 0.4). Following SP method based models, SDSM model is
found to perform best, followed by GLM model. Further the performance of SDSM.sig and
GLM.sig models are found to be inferior than the SDSM and GLM models.
Table 4.5. Spearman correlation coefficient between model simulated and observed precipitation
for models considered in this study. Best and second best model based on average correlation
coefficient are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to M11 can be referred
to from Table 4.3.

Exp

Snow

SR
sf
SR
sc
TR
sf
TR
sc
Average

M1
0.47
0.38
0.48
0.42
0.44

M2
0.48
0.37
0.48
0.43
0.44

M3
0.48
0.36
0.48
0.44
0.44

M4
0.44
0.36
0.48
0.42
0.43

M5
0.44
0.37
0.48
0.42
0.43

Models
M6
0.44
0.32
0.49
0.42
0.42

M7
0.47
0.35
0.48
0.41
0.43

M8
0.47
0.41
0.44
0.40
0.43

M9
0.46
0.35
0.43
0.40
0.41

M10
0.42
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.41

M11
0.40
0.33
0.37
0.36
0.36
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SP models perform best in simulating the fraction of total number of dry days in the
validation time-series as evident from Table 4.6. The performance of SP models is again
found to be better in snow-free months (RMSEavg.= 0.1) than the snow-covered months
(RMSEavg.= 0.5) and in the TR test (RMSEavg. = 0.11) than in the SR test (RMSEavg.= 0.12).
Among other models, GLM model is also found to perform well (RMSEavg. = 0.11) followed
by SDSM (RMSEavg. = 0.5). Again the performance of SDSM.sig and GLM.sig models
towards simulating dry day fraction is found to be inferior than the SDSM and GLM models.
Table 4.6. Dry day fraction as obtained from observed data and as well as downscaled
precipitation obtained using models considered for analysis. Best and second best model based
on average bias are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to M11 can be
referred to from Table 4.3.

Exp Snow

obs

SR
sf
0.68
SR
sc
0.72
TR
sf
0.69
TR
sc
0.68
Average RMSE

M1
0.76
0.85
0.77
0.80
0.11

M2
0.76
0.85
0.77
0.81
0.11

M3
0.76
0.87
0.77
0.76
0.11

M4
0.80
0.87
0.77
0.80
0.12

M5
0.81
0.83
0.80
0.80
0.12

Models
M6 M7
0.81 0.76
0.89 0.88
0.77 0.77
0.79 0.82
0.13 0.12

M8
0.21
0.25
0.18
0.24
0.47

M9
0.76
0.86
0.81
0.77
0.11

M10
0.11
0.20
0.10
0.17
0.55

M11
0.79
0.85
0.81
0.84
0.13

Maximum precipitation intensity is not simulated satisfactorily by all three types of models
considered in this study. This can be seen from Table 4.7 where biases associated with
maximum precipitation values are presented. SP model is found to perform best followed by
SP_LC_elev model. Among the three types of models, SP method based models are found to
perform best, followed by GLM and followed by SDSM model. SP model performance is
found to be significantly better in snow-free months (RMSEavg. = 54 mm) than the snow-
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covered months (RMSEavg. = 90 mm) and in the TR test (RMSEavg. = 70 mm) than SR test
(RMSEavg. = 78 mm). Further the performance of SDSM.sig and GLM.sig models towards
simulating maximum precipitation intensity is found to be inferior than SDSM and GLM
models.
Table 4.7. Maximum precipitation as obtained from observed data and as well as downscaled
precipitation obtained using models considered for analysis. Best and second best model based
on average bias are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to M11 can be
referred to from Table 4.3.

Exp Snow

obs

SR
sf
101
SR
sc
102
TR
sf
72
TR
sc
102
Average RMSE

M1
37.4
13.8
32.1
11.3
73.3

M2
36.6
12.4
31.9
10.5
74.2

M3
37.2
12.4
31.8
10.5
74.1

M4
37.0
12.9
32.0
11.1
73.7

M5
36.4
12.4
31.9
11.2
74.0

Models
M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11
35.9 36.6 14.0 30.0 11.0 13.1
12.0 11.9 8.8 12.8 6.2 8.4
31.8 31.8 17.9 28.8 11.3 13.0
10.7 10.6 7.1 9.4 6.2 7.8
74.4 74.3 83.8 76.3 86.6 84.7

Wet day mean precipitation is simulated reasonably well by SP method based models (Table
4.8). Among the three types of models considered, GLM model is found to perform best
(RMSEavg. = 0.8 mm), followed by SP method (RMSEavg. = 1 mm), and followed by SDSM
(RMSEavg. = 2.8 mm). In the case of wet day mean precipitation, SP model performance is
found to be better in the snow-covered months (RMSEavg. = 0.9 mm) than the snow-free
months (RMSEavg. = 1 mm) and better in the TR test (biasavg. = 0.8 mm) than the SR test
(biasavg. = 1 mm). Again the performance of SDSM.sig and GLM.sig models towards
simulating mean wet day precipitation intensity is found to be inferior than SDSM and GLM
models.
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Table 4.8. Mean wet-day precipitation as obtained from observed data and as well as
downscaled precipitation obtained using models considered for analysis. Best and second best
model based on average bias are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to
M11 can be referred to from Table 4.3.

Exp Snow

obs

SR
sf
5.82
SR
sc
2.85
TR
sf
6.02
TR
sc
2.87
Average RMSE

M1
6.80
3.84
6.84
3.56
0.88

M2
6.84
3.85
6.84
3.79
0.94

M3
6.81
4.11
6.84
3.47
0.95

M4
7.09
3.95
6.87
3.69
1.02

M5
7.11
3.34
7.26
3.67
1.01

Models
M6 M7
7.17 6.54
3.84 3.87
6.79 6.75
3.60 3.75
0.99 0.85

M8
2.40
1.00
2.34
1.01
2.84

M9
6.83
3.43
7.15
3.17
0.82

M10
2.02
0.93
1.97
0.94
3.10

M11
6.89
3.36
7.28
3.70
0.96

The occurrences of 1-day and 2-4 day precipitation events are best simulated by SP method
based models whereas GLM model performs best in simulating 5 or more day precipitation
events as evident in Tables 4.9 to 4.11. SDSM model is found to underestimate the
occurrence frequency of one-day and 2-4 day precipitation events and overestimate the
occurrence frequency of 5 or more day precipitation events. The performance of SP models
is again found to be superior in the TR test (RMSEavg. = 154, 420, 132 respectively for 1-day,
2-4 days and 5 or more days precipitation event) than in the SR test (RMSEavg. = 298, 743,
223 respectively for 1-day, 2-4 days and 5 or more days precipitation event). Further SP
method based models are found to perform better in snow-free months than in the snowcovered months for 1 day and 2-4 day precipitation events (RMSEavg. found lower by 32 and
178 for 1 day and 2-4 day precipitation events respectively). However they are found to
perform better in the snow-covered months than snow-free months for more than 5 day
precipitation events (RMSEavg. found lower by 58). The performance of SDSM.sig and
GLM.sig models towards simulating 1 day and 2-4 day precipitation events is found to be
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inferior than SDSM and GLM models. However in the case of 5 or more day precipitation
events, SDSM.sig model is found to perform better than SDSM model. GLM.sig model still
performs inferiorly to GLM model in the case of 5 or more day precipitation events.
Table 4.9. Total 1-day precipitation events as obtained from observed data and as well as
downscaled precipitation obtained using models considered for analysis. Best and second best
model based on average bias are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to
M11 can be referred to from Table 4.3.

Exp Snow

obs

SR
sf
2907
SR
sc
2025
TR
sf
2004
TR
sc
1431
Average RMSE

M1
2893
1942
1846
1382
93

M2
2896
1933
1852
1433
89

M3
2905
1750
1858
1597
176

M4
2573
1738
1830
1346
241

M5
2483
1850
1725
1345
272

Models
M6
M7
M8
2526 2771 772
1422 1558 488
1836 1856 404
1316 1211 331
371 277 1635

M9
2760
1987
1780
1435
135

M10
0
331
85
146
2040

M11
2873
1809
1910
1229
156

Table 4.10. Total 2-4 day precipitation events as obtained from observed data and as well as
downscaled precipitation obtained using models considered for analysis. Best and second best
model based on average bias are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to
M11 can be referred to from Table 4.3.
Models
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
SR
sf
2374 1998 1989 1998 1575 1453 1457 1967 1530
SR
sc
1463 787 767 608 608 790 439 513 830
TR
sf
1568 1273 1266 1267 1321 1112 1300 1285 783
TR
sc
1197 674 724 955 656 652 671 594 518
Average RMSE
490 487 505 656 672 748 615 740

Exp Snow

obs

M9
1996
671
973
930
547

M10 M11
0
1674
639 852
113 1000
342 578
1514 626
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Table 4.11. Total 5 or more day precipitation events as obtained from observed data and as well
as downscaled precipitation obtained using models considered for analysis. Best and second best
model based on average bias are highlighted in orange and green respectively. Models M1 to
M11 can be referred to from Table 4.3.

Exp Snow obs
SR
sf
355
SR
sc
198
TR
sf
196
TR
sc
161
Average RMSE

Models
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7
122 115 114 61 64 46 124
33 30 11 22 51 13 20
61 64 63 68 38 63 67
26 29 46 29 31 29 44
172 174 176 194 192 203 170

M8 M9 M10 M11
1706 164
1
91
1406 18 1479 21
1123 50 466
24
956 66 979
21
1093 157 792 194

Overall SP method based models are found to perform better than the SDSM and GLM based
models. This is evident in Figure 4.5 where index specific bias associated with each
individual model is normalized and presented. Index specific RMSE values are normalized
so that inter-model comparisons can be made taking into consideration all seven indices. A
lighter shade represents a better performing model. Overall, based on average normalized
RMSE (RMSEANB), models ranked as: 1) SP_LC_elev (RMSEANB = 0.02), 2) SP (RMSEANB
= 0.03), 3) SP_LC (RMSEANB = 0.04), 4) SPS9x9 (RMSEANB = 0.16), 5) SPS3x3 (RMSEANB
= 0.19), 6) SPS5x5 (RMSEANB = 0.22), 7) GLM (RMSEANB = 0.22), 8) SPS7x7 (RMSEANB =
0.28) and 9) SDSM (RMSEANB = 0.91) in terms of model performance across indices. It can
be noticed that SP method based models: SP, SP_LC and SP_LC_elev perform significantly
better than all other models considered in this analysis and hence are chosen for making
future precipitation projections across the study region.
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Figure 4.5. Normalized bias associated with different models for indices considered in this
study.
Future precipitation projections made by selected GCMs are used to obtain downscaled
precipitation projections across the study region. Future land-cover projections are used
while making future precipitation projections using SP model. The precipitation gauging
stations located within the study region are found to be associated with S, OS, G, DNF, UB
and C land-cover classes therefore future predictions by SP model could only be made at
pixels belonging to these land-cover classes. In order to maintain consistency, future
projections from all three models selected for making future projections are only made at
pixels belonging to above mentioned land-cover classes.
Future projections of precipitation in terms of indices: ddays, ppt.max, ppt.wet, ppt1d,
ppt2to4d and ppt5d corresponding to each climate model and emission scenario combination
are presented in Figure 4.6. Projections corresponding to all GCMs, RCPs, snow-cover
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states, land-cover classes and three downscaling models are averaged and discussed
hereafter. It is found that between 2014 and 2100, the mean wet day precipitation across the
study region is projected to increase at an average rate of 0.002 mm/year (p < 0.001) while
the dry day fraction is projected to decrease at a rate of 0.0003/year (p < 0.001). Maximum
precipitation is projected to increase at a rate of 0.008 mm/year (p = 0.03). Further the
frequency of occurrence of 1 day, 2-4 days and more than 5 day precipitation events is also
projected to increase in the future at rates of 0.06/year (p = 0.001), 0.06/year (p = 0.001) and
0.007/year (p = 0.4) respectively.

Figure 4.6. Yearly dry day fraction (ddays), maximum precipitation (ppt.max), mean wet day
precipitation (ppt.wet), total number of 1 day precipitation events (ppt1d), total number of 2 to 4
day precipitation events (ppt2to4d) and total number of more than 5 day precipitation events
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(ppt5d) as projected across the study region. Projections corresponding to all GCMs, RCPs,
snow-cover states, land-cover classes and downscaling methods are combined here.
The uncertainty in future precipitation projections as induced by different GCMs, RCPs,
snow-cover state (snow-covered or snow-free) and land-cover classes considered in this
study are analyzed. Only SP method is considered while performing uncertainty analysis
since other methods (SP_LC and SP_LC_elev) don’t take land-cover into consideration
while downscaling precipitation. The results are presented in Figure 4.7 where variations in
different indices as induced by GCMs, RCPs, snow-cover state and land-cover classes are
presented. It can be seen that the contribution of different sources towards total uncertainty
varies for different indices considered. Snow-cover state is found to be the most important
source of uncertainty for three indices: ppt.max, p1d and p2to4d. Land-cover is found to be
the most important factor governing mean wet day precipitation. GCMs are found to be the
most important source of uncertainty in terms of dry day fraction and more than 5 day
precipitation events. Overall emission scenarios are found to be the most insignificant
contributor towards total uncertainty while snow-cover state is found to be the most
important contributor.
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Figure 4.7. Relative contribution of different sources towards uncertainty in future precipitation
projections.
4.6 Conclusions
In this study the applicability of SP method (and its extensions) towards downscaling climate
model based precipitation data is accessed. The performance of SP method based models is
compared with two state-of-the-art statistical downscaling models: SDSM and GLM. Further
two variants of SDSM and GLM models are used: one incorporating initial atmospheric
variable selection step (SDSM.sig and GLM.sig) and one considering all atmospheric
variables for prediction (SDSM and GLM). Models are accessed based on their ability to
model seven precipitation based indices. Further model performance in terms of spatial and
temporal robustness is accessed. Major conclusions include:
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Overall it is found that most SP method based models outperform SDSM and GLM based
models. Further GLM model is found to perform better than the SDSM model.



It is found that models SP, SP_LC and SP_LC_elev are found to perform significantly
better than other models analyzed.



Inclusion of neighborhood land-cover and elevation characteristics doesn’t improve SP
method performance.



The performance of SDSM and GLM models is found to be significantly better than the
SDSM.sig and GLM.sig models. This suggests that atmospheric predictor variable step
doesn’t improve model performance. These results highlight the benefit of considering
climate variable of interest as a predictor variable while downscaling GCM outputs.

Best performing downscaling models: SP, SP_LC and SP_LC_elev are thereafter used to
downscale future projections made by three GCMs under two extreme emission scenarios:
RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5. Future precipitation projections indicate an increase in precipitation
intensity across the study region. Increase in mean and extreme precipitation intensity is
projected. Further increase in the frequency of short (1-day), moderately long (2-4 days) and
long (more than 5 day) precipitation events is projected. Contribution of GCMs, RCPs, snowcover state and land-cover classes towards total uncertainty is assessed. It is found that the
relative contribution of different sources of uncertainty varies for different precipitation
indices considered. Overall snow-cover state of the location of interest is identified as the
most important source of uncertainty, followed by GCMs, followed by land-cover classes,
followed by the emission scenario.
The results from this study support the findings of Gaur and Simonovic (2016a; b) that SP
method can be used to downscale GCM data. Further exploration is required about finding an
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appropriate spatial and temporal scale at which model calibration should be performed. This
will be the future direction of this work.
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CHAPTER 5: Physically sourced climatic changes and their implications on future flow
projections
5.1 Introduction
Global climate change is expected to play a key role in shaping future climatic and
hydrologic regimes. Global Circulation Models (GCMs) are the major tools that are majorly
used to model these changes under the influence of future greenhouse gas emission scenarios.
Raw GCM data has a typical spatial resolution of 1° x 1° which is inadequate for performing
hydrological modeling at a catchment scale. To utilize GCM based climate projections for
hydrological modelling, they need to be downscaled using either statistical or dynamic
downscaling methods. A comprehensive review of different downscaling methods used in the
past is provided in Schoof (2013).
Statistical downscaling methods estimate local climate by building a statistical relationship
between large scale climatic or atmospheric variables with locally observed climatic data. On
the other hand dynamic downscaling methods use large scale boundary conditions provided
by a GCM as input into a Regional Climate Model (RCM) to simulate higher resolution data
in a physically based way. They have been found to be useful for making future hydrologic
predictions (Frost et al. 2011; Chiew et al. 2010; King et al. 2015; Srivastav and Simonovic
2014). For instance Chiew et al. (2010) used a scaling model, an analog based model, two
regression based models and one dynamic downscaling method to downscale projections
from three GCMs and found that statistical downscaling methods are able to simulate
historical flow equally well as compared to the dynamical downscaling method. For this
reason, many climate change impact assessment studies on flow and flooding regimes have
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been performed by downscaling GCM projections from statistical downscaling methods
(Gaur and Simonovic 2015; Schneider et al. 2012; Kingston and Taylor 2012; Grillakis et al.
2012; te Linde et al. 2010; Leander and Buishand 2007).
One common drawback identified in statistical downscaling methods is that they are not
physically based. In Gaur and Simonovic (2016a) a Physical Scaling (SP) method is
introduced which incorporates regional physical characteristics like elevation and land-cover
into the statistical downscaling procedure. In Gaur and Simonovic (2016b) the method is
extended to incorporate the physical characteristics of areas surrounding the reference
location into the downscaling process as well. This method is referred to as SP method with
Surrounding pixel information (SPS) method. Both methods have been tested extensively for
their ability to downscale climate model based surface temperature, air temperature and
precipitation data in Gaur and Simonovic (2016a; b; c).
Although hydrologic impact of future land-cover has been quantified in previous studies
(Dwarakish and Ganasari 2015; Tejeda et al. 2014; Thanapakpawin et al. 2006), climatic
influences of land-cover and associated impact on flows have not been quantified in the past.
The inclusion of physical parameters into the downscaling process provides an opportunity to
quantify future climatic changes as introduced by changes in physical characteristics of the
location of interest within a statistical downscaling framework. The aim of this study is to
quantify the magnitude and significance of these physically driven climatic changes. Further
their impact on catchment outflow and flooding magnitudes is also analyzed.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. A description of the study region is provided in
section 5.2 which is followed by data used in section 5.3. A description of the models and
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methods used in this study is provided in section 5.4, followed by a summary of the
methodology we adopt in this study in section 5.5. This is followed by a discussion of the
results in section 5.6 and conclusions in section 5.7.
5.2 Study region
Four catchments with HYDAT IDs: 05EG006, 05EG008, 05MC004 and 11AF005 are
selected for analyses in this study. HYDAT is a flow database maintained by the Water
Survey of Canada (WSC). More information about the data collected is provided in section
5.3. To calibrate the downscaling models used in this study, data are gathered from the entire
southern Saskatchewan region. The physiographic setting of the study region as well as the
location of selected catchments is shown in Figure 5.1. The black dots represent locations of
precipitation and temperature gauging stations located within this region. The selected region
is representative of Canadian prairies and is characterized by diverse topography and landcover. Elevation varies between 240 masl to 1389 masl across the study region. Further all
land-cover classes identified in the University of Maryland (UMD) classification scheme
(summarized in Table 5.1) are found to be present within the study region. An analysis of
MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) land-cover data (MCD12Q1)
between 2006 and 2013 suggests that land-cover classes: Cropland, Evergreen Needle-leaf
Forest, Grassland and Mixed Forest constitute approximately 90% of the study region.
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Figure 5.1. The geographic and political settings of the region of interest. Catchments selected
are shown as blue, green, brown and purple shapes.
Table 5.1. Land-cover classes identified in the UMD classification system. Abbreviations used
for different land-cover classes in this study are provided within brackets.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

UMD classes
Water (W)
Evergreen Needleleaf Forest (ENF)
Evergreen Broadleaf Forest (EBF)
Deciduous Needleleaf Forest (DNF)
Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (DBF)
Mixed Forest (MF)
Closed Shrublands (CS)
Open Shrublands (OS)
Woody Savannas (WS)
Savannas (S)
Grasslands (G)
Croplands (C)
Urban and Built-up (UB)
Barren or Sparsely Vegetated (BSV)
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The region is land-locked and encompasses many small lakes and rivers. It experiences a
continental climate. Large fluctuations in temperature are observed owing to the land-locked
location of the region. The region receives almost two-thirds of its precipitation during the
summer season, which usually occurs due to large scale convective and cyclonic systems.
Significant spatial variability in precipitation is also observed across this region. Snow cover
plays a critical role in shaping the hydro-meteorology of the region as this region stays snowcovered almost six months a year (Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan 2016).
Monthly variations in the flows recorded at the selected discharge gauging stations are
presented in Figure 5.2. It is evident from the figure that very high mean and extreme flows
are observed in the months: April and May as compared to other months highlighting the role
of snowmelt towards generating runoff in these catchments.

Figure 5.2. Monthly variations in flow mean across the four catchments considered for the
analysis. Flow data for the period mentioned in Table 5.2 are used to derive the variations.
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5.3 Data used
The following data has been used in this study:
SRTM elevation data: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle
Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) elevation product (Jarvis et al. 2008) is used in this
study. This data has a spatial resolution of 90 m.
MODIS land-cover data: The MODIS land-cover data product (MCD12Q1) in UMD
classification scheme is used in this study (LP DAAC 2001). A list of land-cover classes
identified in UMD classification scheme is provided in Table 5.1. The data is available in
500 m spatial resolution at annual timesteps. Land-cover data for the period 2006-2012 is
selected for analysis. Land-cover for the year 2013 is considered to be the same as that of
year 2012 since data for that year is not available from MODIS data repository. This is a
reasonable assumption since land-cover in the study region has not changed drastically at
annual time-steps in the past (Gaur and Simonovic 2016a).
ANUSPLIN precipitation (ppt), maximum temperature (Tmax) and minimum temperature
(Tmin) data: ANUSPLIN is a gridded climate data developed by applying thin plate spline
smoothing algorithms on gauged climate records to obtain a continuous gridded dataset of 10
Km spatial resolution (Hopkinson et al. 2011; Hutchinson et al. 2009). In this study
ANUSPLIN data for the period 1961-2013 located within the study region has been used.
Gauged daily precipitation and air temperature data: Daily air temperature and precipitation
data gauged at 170 locations within the study region over the period 2006-2013 is acquired
from Environment Canada. The data can be accessed at: http://climate.weather.gc.ca/. The
distribution of gauging stations across the study region is shown in Figure 5.1. Using MODIS
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land-cover data it is found that these gauging stations are associated with UMD land-cover
classes: C, DNF, G, MF, OS, S, UB, WS, ENF, DNF and EBF.
HYDAT flow data: Daily flow data for the four selected catchments is collected from the
HYDAT database maintained by the Water Survey of Canada (WSC). Flow data available
between the period 1961 and 2013 is collected. A summary of the flow data length available
at each flow gauging station, drainage area, mean elevation and HYDAT ID is provided in
Table 5.2. All the selected catchments are non-regulated catchments so the observed changes
in flow are driven by changes in physical characteristics of the catchment as well as external
climatic forcings only.
Table 5.2. List of catchments selected for the analysis.
Drainage
Elevation
area
(masl)
(Km2)
05EG006
Birling creek near Paynton
426
593
05EG008
Page creek near Iffley
921
673
05MC004 Conjuring creek near Preeceville
255
594
Beaver creek at international
11AF005
387
773
boundary
HYDAT
ID

Name

Data length
1970-1992
1971-1987
1965-1992
1977-1995

NARR climatic data: Daily precipitation rate and near surface air temperature data is acquired
for the period 2006-2013 from NARR data repository (Mesinger et al. 2006). These data
have an approximate spatial resolution of 32 Km and is prepared by forcing the National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Eta model with the Regional Data Assimilation
System (RDAS).
Future land-cover projections: Future land-cover data for the period 2014-2100 for climate
models listed in Table 5.3 and emission scenarios: RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 are taken from Gaur
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and Simonovic (2016a). In Gaur and Simonovic (2016a) the 500 m future annual land-cover
data is generated by downscaling and reclassifying the future harmonized land-use
projections discussed in Hurtt et al. (2011). Future land-cover data is available in UMD
classification system (Table 5.1).
Future GCM climatic data: GCM based daily air temperature and precipitation projections
for the period 2006-2100 are collected from the Coupled Model Intercomparison ProjectPhase 5 (CMIP5) data repository (Taylor et al. 2012). Data corresponding to climate models
listed in Table 5.3 and for two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs): RCP 2.6 and
RCP 8.5 are acquired. The choice of climate models is made based on the availability of
future land-cover data as developed in Gaur and Simonovic (2016a).
Table 5.3. List of GCMs considered for the analysis (Flato et al. 2013).
GCM
1

Model
IAP-FGOALS

Resolution
1.66° × 2.81°

2
3

MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M

1.08° × 2.16°
2° × 2°

Source
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, China
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway

5.4 Models and methods used
Downscaling and hydrologic models used in this study as well as the statistical distribution
used to fit peak flow data are presented in this section.
5.4.1 Downscaling models
A list of SP method based downscaling models is provided in Table 4. A brief
description of these models is provided here however the reader is referred to Gaur and
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Simonovic (2016b; c) for a more elaborate description of the downscaling models
considered in this study.
SP method based models
In SP model, locally observed climate data is modelled using interpolated large scale
climate model derived data as well as other explanatory variables representing landcover, elevation properties of the location of interest. The predictor and predictant
variables are linked using Generalized Additive Model (GAM) regression relationship.
SP model approach to downscale air temperature can be mathematically expressed as:

g (Tobs )  B0  f1 (Tmod )  f 2 ( E p )  f3 ( LC p )

(5.1)

Where, P and T denotes precipitation and air temperature respectively, E denotes
elevation (masl) of the reference pixel, LC denotes categorical land-cover variable
associated with the reference pixel and B denote regression parameters. Subscript obs
and mod describe if the climatic data is observed or model based respectively. In the
case of climate models, Pmod denotes bilinearly interpolated climate model data at the
reference pixel. Subscript p indicates that the data used is a pixel scale data whereas
subscript wet denotes values on wet days only (i.e. days with more than 0.1 mm of
precipitation). Variables g and f represent the link function and smoothing functions
respectively. In this study, the smooth function is fit using penalized likelihood
maximization algorithm. The penalized likelihood maximization algorithm is a variant
of maximum likelihood estimation algorithm and applies a tradeoff between model fit
wiggliness and goodness of fit by incorporating a penalty function (Wood 2000).
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In case of precipitation the model involves a two-step process of predicting
precipitation occurrence using a logistic regression model and a wet day precipitation
amounts model using GAM regression model. SP model approach to downscale
precipitation can be mathematically expressed as:
 P
ln  obs
 1  Pobs


  B0  B1Pmod  B2 E p  B3 LC p


g ( Pobs,wet )  B0  f1 ( Pmod,wet )  f 2 ( E p )  f3 ( LC p )

(5.2)

(5.3)

Where, notations have previously defined meanings. Additionally subscript wet denotes
values on wet days only (i.e. days with more than 0.1 mm of precipitation). One variant
of the SP model is also considered in this study. This model ignores both land-cover
and elevation as predictors from SP model formulation and considers only interpolated
climate model data as predictor. This model is referred to as SP_LC_elev in this paper.
Table 5.4. List of SP method based models used for downscaling climate model
projections in this study (After Gaur and Simonovic 2016c). Here CV denotes climate
variable of interest, LC denotes land-cover of the reference pixel, E denotes elevation,
NLC denotes land-cover of neighborhood pixels.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Model name
SP
SP_LC_elev
SPS3x3
SPS5x5
SPS7x7
SPS9x9

Predictors
CV, LC, E
CV
CV, LC, E, NLC3x3, NE3x3
CV, LC, E, NLC5x5, NE5x5
CV, LC, E, NLC7x7, NE7x7
CV, LC, E, NLC9x9, NE9x9
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SP method with Surrounding pixel information (SPS) method based models
SPS method incorporates land-cover and elevation properties of the neighborhood
pixels into the SP model formulation. The SPS model for downscaling air temperature
can be mathematically expressed as:

g (Tobs )  B0  f1 (Tmod )  f 2 ( E p )  f 3 ( LC p )  f 4 ( FrW , s )  ....  f 21 ( FrBSV , s )  f 22 (R E , s ) (5.4)
Where, symbols have similar meanings as explained above. Predictors FrW,s , …..FrBSV,s
represent the fraction of total area surrounding the reference pixel that is occupied by
Water,….Barren and Sparsely Vegetated land-cover classes respectively. The value of
predictors: FrW,s , …..FrBSV,s is between 0 and 1 and they add up across all
neighborhood land-cover classes to give a value of 1. Neighborhood elevation
information is incorporated by including a predictor RE,s which represents the ratio
between reference pixel elevation and mean elevation of pixels surrounding the
reference pixel.
For precipitation, again the SPS downscaling method involves two steps of forming a
precipitation occurrence and wet day precipitation amounts model. The two steps
involved in SPS method can be mathematically expressed as:
 P
ln  obs
 1  Pobs


  B0  B1Pmod  B2 E p  B3 LC p  B4 FrW , s  ....  B21FrBSV , s  B22 R E , s


(5.5)

g ( Pobs , wet )  B0  f1 ( Pmod, wet )  f 2 ( E p )  f 3 ( LC p )  f 4 ( FrW , s )  ....  f 21 ( FrBSV , s )  f 22 (R E , s ) (5.6)
Where, symbols have similar meanings as explained above.
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SPS method based models are formulated at four neighborhood scales: 3x3, 5x5, 7x7
and 9x9 (represented as s in equations 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) in this study. The neighborhood
scales considered in this study are shown in Figure 5.3. In the figure, reference pixel is
shown in red while the 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 neighborhood scales are shown in
orange, yellow, green and blue respectively. Larger neighborhood scales are considered
to be inclusive of smaller spatial scales which for instance imply that neighborhood
scale 5x5 will encompass the pixels corresponding to neighborhood scale: 3x3 and
additional yellow pixels. These neighborhood scales have been chosen in previous
studies (Gaur and Simonovic 2016b; c; Verburg et al. 2004) and have been adopted in
this study as well.

Figure 5.3. Neighborhood scales considered in this study. The 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9
neighborhood scale is shown in orange, yellow, green and blue respectively while the reference
pixel is shown in red (after Gaur and Simonovic 2016b).
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5.4.2 Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting model: In the Sacramento model (Burnash 1995)
flow is generated by distributing precipitation falling at a location to overland flow,
interflow and baseflow components accounting for losses due to evapotranspiration and
interception. Groundwater movement is modelled by considering upper zone and lower
zone storages. Runoff is contributed by five different processes: (1) direct runoff from
permanent and temporary impervious areas, (2) surface runoff due to precipitation
occurring at a rate faster than percolation and interflow that take place when both upper
zone storages are full, (3) interflow resulting from the lateral drainage of a temporary
free water storage, (4) supplemental base flow, and (5) primary base flow. The model
has 13 free parameters which are optimized.
Routing in this model is performed using exponential form of unit hydrograph with
explicit slow and quick flow components. The routing scheme involves 3 free
parameters which are optimized. A list of hydrologic model and routing parameters are
presented in Table D1. Snow-melt is modelled offline using a temperature index
modelling approach discussed in Walter et al. (2005). Model is calibrated to optimize
an objective function which is a weighted sum of coefficient of determination (R2) and
relative bias. The shuffled complex evolution global optimization method (Duan et al.
1993) followed by a local optimization method (Nelder and Mead 1965) with multistart options is used to calibrate the model. A lumped version of this hydrologic model
is considered sufficient for this study because the catchments considered are small
(drainage area < 1000 Km2) and can be modelled using a lumped model depicting
essential hydrological processes within its framework.
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5.4.3 Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution
In this study flow extremes are analyzed by using a block maxima approach. This
approach is considered suitable for our analysis because the data being fitted is of
sufficient length (86 years) needed to derive reliable distributional parameters for the
function used to fit extreme values. In the block maxima method, the independent and
identically distributed (iid) samples are chosen from a block of data falling within a
selected duration of time (typically taken as a year) and are fitted using Generalized
Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. The mathematical form of GEV distribution is
expressed in equation 5.7.
1/ 
 
 z    
G ( z )  exp   1   
 
    
 

(5.7)

Where, G, E and P denote intensity measures for the GEV distribution. Parameters  ,

 and  denote location, scale and shape parameters respectively. In this study
parameters  ,  and  are estimated using L-moments method (Hosking 1990).
5.5 Analyses performed
Following analyses are conducted in this study:
5.5.1 Calibration of downscaling models: Downscaling models listed in Table 5.4 are
calibrated over the period 2006-2013 using gauged climate data as predictant variable
and NARR based gridded climate data and other physical variables as predictor
variables. Separate sets of parameters are derived for snow-covered and snow-free
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months. In this study period from April to September is considered as snow-free
months and October to March is considered as snow-covered months.
5.5.2 Downscaling of future climate model projections: The calibrated downscaling models
are thereafter used to downscale future GCM maximum temperature, minimum
temperature and precipitation projections for the period 2014-2100 at all MODIS grid
cells falling within each catchment.
5.5.3 Calibration of hydrologic model: The Sacramento hydrologic model is calibrated for
each catchment using discharge data available between 1961 and 2013 at each
discharge gauging station. The available daily discharge data length at each catchment
is provided in Table 5.2. Since very few temperature and precipitation gauging stations
are found to be located within each selected catchment, ANUSPLIN based
precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum temperature gridded data are used
as climatic forcing in the hydrologic model while calibrating them.
5.5.4 Prediction of future discharge from catchments: Calibrated Sacramento model is
thereafter used to predict future flows from the catchments. Downscaled maximum
temperature, minimum temperature and precipitation projections obtained from
different downscaling models are used as inputs into the hydrologic model to derive
future catchment discharges.
5.5.5 Flood frequency analysis of projected flows: Extreme value analysis is performed on
future projected flow data. Five different return periods: 2, 5, 10, 25 and 100 years are
chosen to analyze the impacts on flooding events of different intensities.
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5.5.6 Fingerprinting difference in projections to changes in physical characteristics: Future
projected precipitation, mean temperature (average of maximum and minimum
temperature), mean and extreme discharge at each catchment are analyzed to identify
the impact of land-cover driven climatic changes on these variables. For doing so
projections made by downscaling model: SP_LC_elev (which only considers GCM
data as predictor) are compared with those obtained from models: SP, SPS3x3, SPS5x5,
SPS7x7, SPS9x9 (which consider other physical based parameters together with GCM
data as predictors).
5.6 Results and discussion
Future temperature and precipitation projections made by different downscaling methods
considered in this study are presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 for all four catchments. Average
precipitation across the catchment is projected to increase in all four catchments. It is
projected that future precipitation will increase on average at the rate of 0.001 mm/year (p =
0.001), 0.001 mm/year (p < 0.001), 0.001 mm/year (p = 0.003) and 0.002 mm/year (p <
0.001) for catchments 05EG006, 05EG008, 05MC004 and 11AF005 respectively. In the case
of mean temperature, it is projected to increase at an average rate of 0.03 K/year (p < 0.001)
across all four catchments.
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Figure 5.4. Catchment averaged temperature for the selected catchments over the period 20142100 from different downscaling models. Average trendline from all downscaling models is
shown in bold black.
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Figure 5.5. Catchment averaged precipitation for the selected catchments over the period 20142100 from different downscaling models. Average trendline from all downscaling models is
shown in bold black.
Sacramento hydrologic model is calibrated for the four catchments. Calibration results for the
model in each catchment are provided in Table 5.5. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (Nash and
Sutcliffe 1970) and correlation between observed and modelled streamflow is analyzed.
Since we are only interested in looking at the difference in projections from a set of climatic
projections, the model calibration is considered to be satisfactory for our study. The entire
flow data length is considered while calibrating the model to obtain a set of robust hydrologic
parameters which can be used to predict future flows. The downscaled precipitation and
temperature from each downscaling model is used as input into the hydrologic model to
predict future flows from each catchment. Unlike precipitation and temperature, future
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projected flows don’t show statistically significant future trends in any of the catchments.
This is also evident from Figure 5.6 where yearly averaged future flow projections from each
downscaling model are shown.
Table 5.5. Calibration results of Sacramento model for each catchment.
HYDAT
ID
05EG006
05EG008
05MC004
11AF005

Name

NSE

Correlation

Birling creek near paynton
Page creek near iffley
Conjuring creek near preeceville
Beaver creek at international boundary

0.65
0.58
0.58
0.50

0.83
0.79
0.78
0.70

Figure 5.6. Flows generated from each catchment over the period 2014-2100 from different
downscaling models.
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To explore if the consideration of catchment physical characteristics effect climate and
hydrologic variables, downscaled projections obtained from SP_LC_elev downscaling model
are compared with the projections obtained from all other downscaling models using
Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon 1945). Wilcoxin signed rank test can compare two
paired samples of data without assuming normality in their distributions. Tests are conducted
on catchment averaged projected precipitation, temperature and flow data obtained from all
GCM-RCP combinations considered in this study. A summary of the results is provided in
Figures 5.7-5.9. The p values presented here for different downscaling model are obtained by
considering projections derived from SP_LC_elev downscaling model as reference data and
each of the other models as test data. They correspond to the rejection of null hypothesis that
both samples are taken from the same population. The highlighted cells indicate cases where
a statistically significant rejection of the null hypothesis is obtained. It can be seen that for all
three variables, projections based on SP_LC_elev model is statistically different from that
obtained from other models at 0.05 significance level. In the case of precipitation, models:
SPS3x3 and SPS5x5 are found to force highest number of statistically significant changes (in
100% of the total scenarios considered), followed by SPS7x7 (92%), followed by SPS9x9
(88%) and followed by SP (50%) model. In the case of temperature, model: SPS9x9 is found
to bring most number of statistically significant changes (in 54% of the total scenarios
considered), followed by SPS7x7 (38%), followed by models: SP, SPS3x3 and SPS5x5
(33%). In the case of flow projections, model: SPS5x5 and SPS7x7 are found to bring most
number of statistically significant changes (in 92% of the total scenarios considered),
followed by SPS3x3 (88%), followed by SPS9x9 (83%) and followed by SP (58%).
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Figure 5.7. Probability of rejection of the null hypothesis that precipitation projections obtained
from the downscaling model: SP_LC_elev and other downscaling models are from the same
population.
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Figure 5.8. Probability of rejection of the null hypothesis that temperature projections obtained
from the downscaling model: SP_LC_elev and other downscaling models are from the same
population.
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Figure 5.9. Probability of rejection of the null hypothesis that flow projections obtained from the
downscaling model: SP_LC_elev and other downscaling models are from the same population.
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The magnitude of Physically sourced changes (PSC) between SP_LC_elev and other
downscaling models are summarized in Tables 5.6-5.8 and Figure 5.10 for each catchment
considered in this study. Absolute increases in temperature and percent increases in
precipitation and flow are used as an index to represent PSC magnitude. Further cells
showing positive and negative changes are highlighted in red and blue respectively in Tables
5.6-5.8. It is found that among the four catchments considered, largest catchment averaged
changes in precipitation correspond to the catchment: 05EG008 (12%), followed by
05MC004 (4%), followed by 11AF005 (3%) while an overall decrease of 4% is noted for
catchment 05EG006. In the case of temperature, largest increases are projected for the
catchment 05EG006 (0.5 K), followed by 05EG008 (0.3 K), followed by 05MC004 (0.2 K)
while a decrease of 0.5 K is noted for the catchment 11AF005. In the case of flow, largest
increases are observed for catchment 05EG008 (2%), followed by catchments 05MC004 and
11AF005 (1%) and followed by 05EG006 which shows almost no mean change.
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Table 5.6. A summary of mean physically sourced changes for precipitation. Cells showing
positive and negative changes are highlighted in red and blue respectively.
Catchment

GCM
iap_fgoals

05EG006

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

05EG008

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

05MC004

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

11AF005

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m

RCP
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5

SP
-3.1
-3.2
-1.1
-0.9
-3.3
-3.0
-2.1
-2.0
-0.7
-0.6
-2.0
-2.0
2.2
2.1
1.8
1.8
2.2
2.1
0.8
1.2
0.4
0.8
0.5
1.1

SPS3x3
-5.5
-5.8
-2.4
-2.2
-5.8
-5.6
6.1
6.2
5.3
5.4
6.0
3.6
3.4
3.6
3.1
3.2
3.6
3.7
0.9
17.6
0.5
10.9
0.4
15.0

SPS5x5
-4.5
-4.8
-2.1
-1.9
-4.8
-4.7
29.8
33.9
17.6
19.3
25.6
30.4
4.5
4.7
3.9
4.1
4.7
4.9
4.9
25.7
2.3
13.8
3.8
21.6

SPS7x7
-4.1
-4.3
-1.7
-1.5
-4.3
-4.2
32.5
40.6
16.9
20.3
26.7
34.5
3.5
3.6
3.1
3.1
3.7
3.7
-0.3
12.8
-2.3
5.6
-1.8
9.8

SPS9x9
-4.9
-5.0
-2.1
-1.9
-5.1
-4.8
9.2
4.4
0.5
-6.2
5.1
-3.2
3.7
3.6
3.2
3.2
3.8
3.8
-14.7
0.1
-16.2
-6.7
-15.2
-2.5
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Table 5.7. A summary of mean physically sourced changes for temperature. Cells showing
positive and negative changes are highlighted in red and blue respectively.
Catchment

GCM
iap_fgoals

05EG006

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

05EG008

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

05MC004

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

11AF005

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m

RCP
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5

SP
0.2
0.2
1.3
1.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.8
0.9
0.2
0.2
+0
+0
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1
-0.1
-0.1
+0
+0
-0
-0.1

SPS3x3
0.1
0.1
1.1
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.9
0.9
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1
-0.4
-0.1
-0.3
+0
-0.3
-0

SPS5x5
0.1
0.1
1.2
1.3
0.1
0.1
+0
+0
0.8
0.8
+0
0.1
+0
0.1
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.1
-0.6
-0.4
-0.5
-0.3
-0.6
-0.4

SPS7x7
0.1
0.1
1.5
1.6
0.1
0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0.9
0.8
-0.1
-0.1
+0
+0
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
-0.9
-0.6
-0.8
-0.5
-0.8
-0.6

SPS9x9
-0
+0
1.4
1.5
+0
0.1
-0.4
-0.5
0.5
0.4
-0.4
-0.5
+0
+0
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
-1.4
-1.1
-1.3
-1.0
-1.3
-1.0
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Table 5.8. A summary of mean physically sourced changes for streamflow at catchment outlet.
Cells showing positive and negative changes are highlighted in red and blue respectively.
Catchment

GCM
iap_fgoals

05EG006

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

05EG008

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

05MC004

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m
iap_fgoals

11AF005

mri_cgcm3
noresm1_m

RCP
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5
RCP2.6
RCP8.5

SP
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0.2
-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2

SPS3x3
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
4.1
0.4
3.7
0.4
3.4

SPS5x5
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
2.4
2.8
1.7
2.0
2.0
2.3
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.6
1.0
5.5
0.7
4.3
0.8
4.4

SPS7x7
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
2.6
3.4
1.6
2.1
2.1
2.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
-0.1
2.7
-0.7
1.7
-0.4
2.0

SPS9x9
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
1.5
2.0
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
-3.0
0.1
-5.2
-2.0
-3.1
-0.4
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Figure 5.10. Differences in mean precipitation, temperature and flow projections from different
downscaling models with respect to the model: SP_LC_elev. Here PSC magnitudes are provided
in percentage for precipitation and flows while absolute differences are provided for temperature.
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It must be noted that above mentioned PSC magnitudes are spatially averaged across the
catchment area and temporally averaged over the period 2014-2100. Significant spatial and
temporal variability in PSC magnitudes exists as shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. This is
explored by analyzing the annual coefficient of variation (COV) values at each pixel located
within the catchments. The COV is the percent ratio of sample standard deviation with
sample mean.
The annual PSC magnitudes for precipitation and temperature are presented in Figure 5.11
for all catchments considered in this study. Boxplots of annual variations in the COV value
are presented. For both variables, significant variations in PSC magnitudes are noted across
the study region as well as over the 21st century. Larger variations are obtained for
precipitation as compared to temperature. Highest variations are obtained for the catchment
11AF005, followed by 05MC004, followed by 05EG006, and followed by 05EG008. The
COV for flow values for the period 2014-2100 are shown in Figure 5.12. It can be noticed by
the annual COV values that PSC values again vary significantly over time and even within a
year owing to projections from different GCMs, RCPs and downscaling models. Overall
largest variations in PSC flow values are obtained for the catchment 05EG006 (which
showed almost negligible mean PSC values), followed by catchment 05MC004, followed by
catchment 05EG008 and followed by catchment 11AF005.
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Figure 5.11. Annual boxplots showing spatial and temporal variation in PSC values for
precipitation and temperature.
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Figure 5.12. Annual boxplots showing temporal variation in PSC values for streamflow at
catchment outlet.
It is found that the PSC magnitudes are dependent on the choice of GCM, RCP and
downscaling model. Figure 5.13 shows the sensitivity of PSC values towards above
mentioned sources of uncertainty for precipitation, temperature and flow at all catchments. It
is found that the magnitudes of PSC are most sensitive to the choice of downscaling model
(D.mod in Figure 5.13) in case of flow and precipitation. Among different downscaling
models considered, largest PSC magnitudes for precipitation are obtained in catchments
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05MC004 and 11AF005 when SPS5x5 is considered as the downscaling model. SPS7x7
model brings most uncertainty in catchment EG008 while SPS3x3 model is found to produce
largest PSC magnitudes in the 05EG006 catchment. In case of streamflow, SPS7x7 model
brings the largest uncertainty in the catchment 05EG008 while model SPS5x5 model brings
largest uncertainty in the catchments: 05MC004 and 11AF005. Model SP is found to be
associated with lowest PSC values in the all the scenarios analyzed. The choice of GCM is
found to be most critical for temperature related PSCs as seen in Figure 5.13. Among the
three GCMs analyzed temperature PSC magnitudes in catchment 11AF005 are found to be
most sensitive to projections made by the GCM: iap_fgoals while at other catchments PSC
magnitudes are found to be most sensitive to the GCM: mri_cgcm3.

Figure 5.13. Comparison of uncertainty sources influencing PSC magnitudes for catchment
averaged precipitation, temperature and streamflow. The degree of uncertainty is expressed in
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terms of percentage for precipitation and flows while absolute changes are provided for
temperature. Note that catchment 05EG006 doesn’t show any significant changes in streamflow.

Lastly, the inclusion of catchment characteristics into the downscaling process is also found
to influence flood magnitudes. Among the different sources of uncertainty, changes in
flooding magnitudes are found to be most significantly influenced by the return period of
flood being analyzed and the choice of the downscaling method as illustrated in Figure
5.14.A summary of the results is presented in Figure 5.15 for all return periods and
downscaling models considered. The results presented include projections made by all GCMRCP combinations. It can be noticed that larger increases in flood magnitudes are obtained
for low return period events than for high return period events. An average increase of 3%,
1%, 0.7%, 0.4% and 0.3% in flood magnitudes is obtained for return periods 2, 5, 10, 25 and
100 year return periods respectively. The largest PSC magnitudes in flood extremes are
obtained for the catchment 05EG008 (4%), followed by catchment 05MC004 (1%), followed
by 05EG006 (-0.1%), and followed by catchment 11AF005 (-0.5%). Further largest increases
in flood extremes are obtained considering SPS5x5 as the test model (3%), followed by
SPS7x7 model (2%), followed by SPS3x3 model (1%), followed by SP model (0.2%), and
followed by SPS9x9 model (-0.4%).
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Figure 5.14. Comparison of uncertainty sources influencing PSC magnitudes for flood events.
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Figure 5.15. PSC magnitudes for floods of different intensities at all catchments analyzed.

5.7 Conclusions
In this study the climatic impacts of catchment physical characteristics are quantified and
their hydrologic implications are explored. Four small catchments located in southern
Saskatchewan region are selected for study. Future climate and hydrologic projections are
made by downscaling GCM outputs using different SP and SPS method based models. The
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downscaled climate projections are used with Sacramento hydrologic model to derive future
streamflow response from all four catchments. The climatic and hydrologic response derived
from projections downscaled using model: SP_LC_elev is compared with the projections
obtained from downscaling models: SP, SPS3x3, SPS5x5, SPS7x7 and SPS9x9 and the
differences between them are explored. Further similar analysis is also performed with the
peak flows.
From this analysis certain key conclusions can be drawn:


The SP and SPS based models can be used to project climatic and hydrologic response of
a catchment taking into consideration their physical characteristics.



Physical characteristics of a catchment do influence its climatic regime which in turn has
hydrologic implications. These influences are found to be statistically significant in
approximately 70% of the scenarios analyzed. Precipitation is found to be the most
influenced variable, followed by catchment outflow while temperature is found to be the
least influenced.



Huge spatial and temporal variability in PSC magnitudes across the catchment area and
over the projection period is noted in this study for precipitation, temperature and flow
variables. The spatial variability in flow related PSC magnitudes can be analyzed using a
distributed hydrologic model, which can be one possible area of extension of the current
study.



A comparison of uncertainty sources influencing precipitation, temperature and flow
related PSC magnitudes shows that the changes are most significantly influenced by the
choice of the downscaling model for precipitation and flow while the choice of GCM
dominates the temperature related PSC magnitudes.
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SPS method based models in general are found to have higher PSC magnitudes than SP
method based model.



PSC in climatic variables are also found to influence hydrological extremes. It is found
that the changes are higher for low return period events than the high return period events
which suggest that small scale more frequent flooding events are more impacted by
physically induced climatic changes than the large scale rare flooding events. Among the
different sources of uncertainty influencing changes in hydrological extremes, the choice
of downscaling method as well as return period of the flooding event being analyzed are
found to be the two most important factors influencing PSC magnitudes.

Above results establish the existence of significant climatic and hydrologic PSCs at a
catchment scale and highlight the importance of considering them while making future flow
projections.
The current study aimed at making the first step towards quantification of physically sourced
climatic and hydrologic changes within a statistical downscaling framework. It will be
interesting to extend this analysis to other catchments which are larger than the ones selected
in this study as well as are located in different biomes and compare and contrast the results to
have a better understanding of physically sourced climatic and hydrologic changes.
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusions
In this section major conclusions from this thesis are summarized and ideas for further research
in this direction are provided.
6.1 Summary and conclusions
The research presented in this thesis revolves around the quantification of future climatic and
hydrologic changes that are physically sourced. Earlier studies have performed similar
analysis but within a dynamic downscaling framework. In this study a statistical downscaling
based methodology has been used.
To achieve this objective, a Physical Scaling (SP) method of downscaling GCM projections
is developed. The proposed model formulation considers land-cover, elevation and their
distribution across the study region as predictors in addition to GCM data. The inclusion of
physical parameters in the model formulation provides the Physical Scaling method with an
additional capability of exploring the effects of changes in physical characteristics on local
climate. The proposed Physical Scaling method is tested for its ability to downscale
important climatic variables like precipitation, surface and air temperatures across the
southern Saskatchewan region of Canada. It is found that the model is capable of
downscaling above mentioned climatic variables across this region accurately and hence is
used to identify physically sourced climatic and hydrologic changes in four small catchments
located across this region.
A comparison of downscaled temperature, precipitation and flow variables obtained with and
without considering catchment physical characteristics indicate statistically significant
differences between them in nearly 70% of the cases analyzed. It is found that the differences
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are more pronounced in case of precipitation and flow than in the case of temperature. A
comparison of the magnitude of physically sourced changes for different versions of SP and
SPS method based models indicate that SPS method based models are associated with larger
changes than the SP method based models. The downscaled precipitation, temperature and
flow magnitudes are found to vary with the choice of GCM, RCP, and the version of SP and
SPS method based downscaling model. Among these sources of uncertainty, the choice of
downscaling model version is found to impact the magnitude of physically sourced changes
most significantly. In the case of flood magnitudes, the choices of return period of flood
event as well as the downscaling model version are found to be the two most important
factors governing the magnitudes of physically sourced changes. Further large spatial and
temporal variations in physically sourced changes are obtained. The results obtained in this
study highlight that changes owing to changes in physical characteristics of a region can be
significant at a local scale and hence should be accounted for while making future hydrologic
predictions. This step makes a first step towards doing it within a statistical downscaling
framework.
The Physical Scaling method introduced in this study has following limitations. The spatial
resolution of the downscaled output obtained from this method is limited by the spatial resolution
of the land-cover data. In this thesis MODIS land-cover data have been used that have a spatial
resolution of 500 m and hence the spatial resolution of the downscaled outputs is also 500 m. In
future with the development of continuous, high resolution remotely sensed data this limitation
can be overcome and even higher resolution downscaled products can be obtained. Further
model formulation is based on the assumption that the effects of large scale climate, elevation,
land-cover and neighborhood configuration are additive in nature. In future several
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dimensionality reduction methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can be explored
while linking predictors with predictant. Further usage of machine learning and cognitive science
based methods like Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can be explored. Lastly in this study three
GCMs have been used to make future climatic and hydrologic projections however other models
can be used in future and GCM related uncertainty can be explored.
6.2 Areas of further research
The presented research can be extended in many possible directions. These include:


SP method can be modified to account for snow-cover during the winter months. Snowcover is a very important physical parameter which effects the climatology and hydrology
of any region. It is especially relevant in Canadian conditions and can be included into SP
method definition in future.



An appropriate spatial scale for the calibration of SP method needs to be ascertained. The
spatial scale chosen should be a compromise between accuracy and robustness of the
downscaled results.



The applicability of SP method can be evaluated in other regions of Canada and the
globe. It will be interesting to see how the model performs in regions that have more
complex physiography than the region considered in this study. Further, case studies can
be performed on catchments located in other regions of the globe to better understand the
underlying dynamics of the physically driven changes.



It will be interesting to compare the direct land-cover driven hydrologic changes with the
indirect physically induced hydrologic changes of land-cover. The study can be
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performed at catchments located in different climatic regions and biomes to compare and
contrast the results.


The methodology developed for land-cover downscaling in this thesis can be used to
downscale land-use projections for multiple GCMs and scenarios to compare land-cover
projections across the globe.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Land-cover based variation in surface temperature in the southern Saskatchewan
region over the period 2006-2013.
Figure below shows the variation of temperature observed over the period 2006-2013 for
different land-cover classes present within the study region. Large variations in temperature
owing to large scale climate are also evident from the figure.

Figure A1. Mean land-cover specific surface temperatures across the study region.
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Appendix B. Spatial distribution of model error over the southern Saskatchewan region.
Figure below provides spatial distribution of model error and spatial distribution of elevation
across the study region. It can be seen that the model performs better in low elevation regions
than the high elevation regions.

Figure B1. a) Spatial distribution of the RMSEst-lc statistic across the study region, b) variation
in elevation across the study region.
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Appendix C. Increase in spatial resolution in the downscaled air temperature as obtained from
the indirect approach.
Using the indirect approach to downscaling GCM based air temperature, a regular mesh of
downscaled air temperature can be obtained. Following figure shows a sample result obtained for
GCM: iap-fgoals and RCP2.6 for the year 2100 using SPS3x3, SPS5x5, SPS7x7 and SPS9x9
downscaling models.

Figure C1. Increase in spatial resolution in the downscaled air temperature as obtained from the
indirect approach.
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Appendix D. Sacramento model parameters and parameter range considered in this analysis.
The Sacramento hydrologic model chosen for analysis in this study has 13 free parameters (H1–
H13) and the routing scheme considered has three free parameters (R1-R3). A list of these
parameters, their description and the valid range of values is provided below.
Table D1. Sacramento model parameters and parameter range considered in this analysis.
S.No.
H1
H2

Parameter
uztwm
uzfwm

H3

uzk

H4

pctim

H5

adimp

H6
H7
H8
H9
H10

zperc
rexp
lztwm
lzfsm
lzfpm

H11

lzsk

H12

lzpk

H13

pfree

R1
R2
R3

tau_s
tau_q
v_s

Description
The upper layer tension water capacity, mm
The upper layer free water capacity, mm
Interflow depletion rate from the upper layer free water
storage, day-1
Permanent impervious area fraction
Maximum fraction of an additional impervious area due
to
saturation
Ratio of maximum and minimum percolation rates
Shape parameter of the percolation curve
The lower layer tension water capacity, mm
The lower layer supplemental free water capacity, mm
The lower layer primary free water capacity, mm
Depletion rate of the lower layer supplemental free
water storage, day-1
Depletion rate of the lower layer primary free water
storage, day-1
Percolation fraction that goes directly to the lower layer
free water
time constant for the slow flow component
time constant for the quick flow component
fractional volume for the exponential component

Range
10-300
5-150
0.10-0.75
0-1
0-1
5-350
1-5
10-500
5-400
10-1000
0.01-0.35
0.001-0.05
0-0.8
5-100
0-5
0-1
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